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ABSTRACT 

In this dissertation we explore theoretical and computational methods to investigate 

Bayesian ideal observers for performing signal-detection tasks. Object models are 

used to take into account object variability in image backgrounds and signals for 

the detection tasks. In particular, lumpy backgrounds (LBs) and Gaussian signals 

are used for various paradigms of signal-detection tasks. Simplified pinhole imaging 

systems in nuclear medicine are simulated for this work. Markov-chain Monte Carlo 

(MCMC) methods that estimate the ideal observer test statistic, the likelihood ratio, 

for signal-known-exactly (SKE) tasks, where signals are nonrandom, are employed. 

MCMC methods are extended to signal-known-statistically (SKS) tasks, where signals 

are random. Psychophysical studies for the SKE and SKS tasks using non-Gaussian 

and Gaussian distributed LBs are conducted. The performance of the Bayesian ideal 

observer, the human observer, and the channelized-Hotelling observer for the SKE and 

SKS tasks is compared. Human efficiencies for both the SKE tasks and SKS tasks 

are estimated. Also human efficiencies for non-Gaussian and Gaussian-distributed 

LBs are compared for the SKE tasks. Finally, the theory of the channelized-ideal 

observer (CIO) is introduced to approximate the performance of the ideal observer 

by the performance of the CIO in cases where the channel outputs of backgrounds 

and signals are non-Gaussian distributed. Computational approaches to estimate the 

CIO are investigated. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Medical imaging systems are inherently task driven; for example, given a mammo

gram, a radiologist wants to know whether or not the mammogram contains calci

fications. Therefore, the goal of medical imaging is viewed as obtaining necessary 

information about the object, and the quality of an imaging system should be defined 

based on how well an observer can make inferences about the object using the image 

as input. That is, how well the imaging system conveys necessary information for the 

observer to make inferences with about the object. Image quality assessment should 

not be based on a subjective impression of the image. For the objective assessment of 

image quality, we advocate a statistical, task-based approach, that image quality must 

be assessed on the average performance of an observer on a task of interest. Thus 

image quality becomes a statistical concept, and statistical decision theory plays an 

important role in the task-based assessment of image quality. 

To explain how statistical decision theory plays its role in the objective assessment 

of image quality, we need to discuss three important things. First, tasks of interest 

are considered. They are determined based on what information is desired from the 

image. We can categorize tasks of interest into either a classification task, where the 

observer assigns the object to one of two or more defined categories, or an estima

tion task, where one or more discrete numbers are estimated. A binary classification 

task can also be called a signal-detection task, where signal-absent and signal-present 

hypotheses are assumed for the data. If an observer is forced to choose one of M pre

sented images to belong to the signal-present hypothesis, such a detection experiment 

is called an M-alternative forced-choice (MAFC) signal-detection. 

Second, given a task, an observer is needed to make an inference about the image. 

The observer is a means or a strategy to perform the task. In a classification task, the 
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observer may be a human or a computer algorithm called a model observer that sup

plements or supplants the human observer. A model observer applies mathematical 

operations to make an inference about the data. In general, a model observer makes 

decisions by evaluating a discriminant function of the image data and comparing it 

to a threshold. The output of the function is referred as the observer's test statistic. 

Model observers such as the Hotelling observer, the channelized-Hotelling observer 

(CHO), the Bayesian ideal observer, and the channelized-ideal observer (CIO) will be 

studied and used throughout the dissertation. 

In particular, the Bayesian ideal observer attracts much attention from the medical 

imaging community. Among all observers, the Bayesian ideal observer is defined as 

an observer that uses all the available statistical information regarding the task to 

maximize task performance. The ideal observer test statistic, the likelihood ratio, is 

defined as the ratio of conditional probabilities of the image data under the signal-

present hypothesis to the image data under the signal-absent hypothesis. Thus the 

ideal observer contains all the statistical information about the image data. While 

the Hotelling observer or the CHO uses only the first- and second-order statistics 

of the image data or the channelized image data, the ideal observer uses not only 

the first- and second-order but also the higher order statistics. Apparently, the ideal 

observer makes use of the information that Hotelling observers might miss to make a 

decision about the data. The ideal observer makes optimal use of this information; it 

sets an absolute upper bound on task performance as measured. Since the Bayesian 

ideal observer provides an absolute upper bound against which all other observers 

can be compared, the ideal observer may be used as a measure of image quality. 

Clearly it is important to try to estimate the ideal observer for task-oriented image 

quality assessment. Since monotonic transformations of the discriminant function do 

not change a decision, the logarithm of the likelihood ratio or log likelihood for short 

can also be used [6]. Any observer that uses the likelihood ratio or log likelihood as 

its discriminant function is called the Bayesian ideal observer [51]. 
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Third, to measure observer performance requires figures of merit. Many figures 

of merit are derived from the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. In a 

binary classification, there are four possible outcomes, two correct and two incorrect. 

The two correct outcomes are a true-positive decision or correct detection, where the 

observer makes a decision that the signal is present when it is, and a true-negative 

decision, where the observer makes a decision that the signal is not present when it 

is not. The two incorrect decisions are a false-positive decision, or false alarm, where 

the observer can decide that the signal is present when it is not, and a false-negative 

decision or a missed detection, where the observer can decide that the signal is not 

present when it is. By definition, true-negative fraction (TNF) is one minus false 

positive-fraction (TPF) and false-negative fraction (FNF) is one minus true-positive 

fraction (TPF). A ROC curve is a plot of true-positive fraction versus false-positive 

fraction, parameterized by the threshold, and hence it depicts the trade-off between 

these two kinds of error. Common quantitative measures of observer performance on 

a binary detection task, that are derived from the ROC curve, are the area under the 

ROC curve (AUC), the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the detectability index are 

such measures of observer performance. 

Our choice of tasks are binary signal-detection tasks. Armed with ways to esti

mate model observers with focus on the Bayesian ideal observer, and our figure of 

merit, the AUC, we begin to try to tackle our problem: task-based assessment of 

image quality. Chapter 2 discusses signal detection theory. It introduces the image-

formation process, decision strategies for binary classification tasks, the receiver op

erating characteristic (ROC) curve, and various figures of merit that are derived from 

the curve in further detail. It also gives a mathematical description of models ob

servers such as the HoteUing observer, channelized-Hotelling observer, ideal observer, 

and channelized-ideal observer. 

Chapter 3 introduces models of objects: lumpy and clustered lumpy background 

(LB and CLB) models, and signal models. In particular, the lumpy background (LB) 
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is used for simulation studies throughout the dissertation. These models of objects 

are discussed to take into account object variability. It is advantageous to use models 

of objects since we can simulate as many images as needed for the assessment of image 

quality, which is impossible with clinical image data. Another important aspect of the 

use of models of objects is that we can write the characteristic functionals (CFl) of 

these models of objects analytically and use them to write the characteristic function 

(CF) of the image data analytically. The CP of the image data may be used to make 

an inference about the data as well as the probability density functions (PDFs) of 

the data that is often unknown. The derivation of the CFls of the objects and the 

transformation of the CFls through imaging systems to write the CFs of the image 

data using the CFls of the objects concludes chapter 3. 

The main focus of the dissertation is to use the ideal observer for the optimization 

of imaging hardware rather than Hotelling observers. Since the performance of the 

Bayesian ideal observer is used as a measure of image quality, it is only natural to 

be interested in calculating the likelihood ratio. For various backgrounds and signals 

with known statistical properties, closed forms for the likelihood ratio, derived in 

the literature [4], are briefly introduced in chapter 2. To consider more realistic and 

complicated background and signal models, randomness in backgrounds and signals 

should be included in object models. It is often impossible to obtain a closed form 

for the likelihood ratio for such backgrounds and signals and hence is difficult to 

estimate the likelihood ratio, while it is important to estimate the likelihood ratio 

for the objective assessment of image quality. In this dissertation, we investigate 

a number of ways to estimate Bayesian ideal observers for signal-detection tasks 

under background and signal uncertainty. We study methods to perform various 

2AFC signal-detection tasks using the ideal observer in chapter 4 and to compare 

the performance of the ideal observer and the human observer for the same tasks in 

chapter 5. 

Chapter 4, first, introduces Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques for 
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estimating the hkeUhood ratio in 2AFC signal-detection tasks under background un

certainty without consideration of signal uncertainty. Then MCMC techniques are 

extended to detection tasks under both background and signal uncertainty. Sec

ond, a number of methods using moment- and likelihood-generating functions will 

be discussed to check if the estimates of the likelihood and the AUG by the MCMC 

techniques are consistent. Last, simulations results are discussed for the MCMC 

techniques and the consistency-check methods. 

These MCMC techniques enable us to compare the ideal observer and the human 

observer for the tasks that consider background and signal uncertainty. The method

ology and results of psychophysical studies are discussed in chapter 5. LB objects 

and rotationally symmetric Gaussian signals with and without location uncertainty 

are used for the psychophysical studies. Chapter 5 discusses the studies interest

ing results about human efficiency compared to the ideal observer and the CHOs, 

for signal-known-exactly (SKE) and signal-known-statistically (SKS) detection tasks, 

where signal-location is introduced for the SKS tasks. The results suggest that hu

mans are not affected by signal-location uncertainty as much as the ideal observer 

even though the ideal observer outperforms the human observer for both the tasks. 

Interestingly, the results find that human efficiency relative to the ideal observer may 

vary largely depending on whether or not gray levels of LBs are Gaussian distributed 

for the SKE tasks. 

Finally a dimensionality-reduction scheme for the ideal observer called the CIO 

is introduced in chapter 6 and computational methods to estimate the CIO are are 

discussed. The ultimate goal of the use of the CIO is to approximate the performance 

of the ideal observer for signal-detection tasks by the performance of the CIO. The 

MCMC techniques introduced in chapter 4 provides reasonably good estimates of the 

likelihood ratio but it still takes many days to evaluate an imaging system on one task. 

The CIO is developed to reduce computational times of ideal-observer computation 

and to approximate ideal-observer performance. The concept of efficient channels 
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is introduced for tlie purpose of extracting useful information about the task from 

the data and hence effectively approximating ideal-observer performance. In order 

to estimate the CIO, chapter 6 derives the CFs of channel outputs using the CFls of 

the LB and signals that are derived in chapter 3. Then it investigates computational 

methods to estimate the CIO such as the method of Monte Carlo(MC) integration 

for estimating the CFs and PDFs of channel outputs and the inverse fast Fourier 

transform for estimating the PDFs of channel outputs to calculate the likelihood 

ratio of channel outputs. 

Throughout the dissertation, three different simulated pinhole imaging systems 

using Poisson or independent Gaussian noise are considered in order to show how ideal 

observers ranks image systems. Gaussian blur functions are used for system sensitivity 

functions. Using Gaussian functions for the imaging systems makes the computation 

of the ideal observer with the LB objects and Gaussian signals convenient. However 

it is always desirable to use more realistic and accurate description of the object and 

the imaging system because accurate models of the object and the physics of the 

imaging acquisition system are required if simulated images are to lead to accurate 

assessments of system performance [6]. 
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CHAPTER 2 

SIGNAL DETECTION THEORY 

2.1 Imaging Process 

An image-formation process can be considered as a mapping between an object and 

an image. Objects are functions of one or more continuous variables. Images may 

be regarded as discrete arrays of numbers (vectors) when a digital computer is an 

integral part of the imaging system, which is often the case. 

A noise-free linear imaging process can be written mathematically by 

g = W, (2.1) 

where 7Y is a linear operator that maps a continuous object, f, in a Hilbert space to 

a vector of measurements, g, in another Hilbert space. The object f is a function of 

continuous variables. The vector g is referred to as the image of g [6]. 

To consider detector noise in the imaging system, the noise term n is added to 

the above equation of noise-free linear imaging. If we regard a noise-free image Hi 

as the mean value of the random data vector g with respect to the noise, i.e., 

-Hf = (g)„ = g (2.2) 

then n is defined as the data vector minus the mean data, 

n = g - W, (2.3) 

and hence n is a random vector with mean zero. The two common sources of noise 

are electronic noise and photon noise, which are usually described by Gaussian and 

Poisson probability laws, respectively. 

As noise that is independent of the object and the imaging system, Gaussian noise 

can be considered. If n is independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Gaussian 
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with covariance K„ = a^I, then 

P''(g|g) = [(27r)^det(K„)] ^/^exp - i n ^ K r ^ n  
2 " 

= [27rf7^] exp 
n^n 
2(72 

(24) 

In this case, pr{g \g )  =  pr{n ) .  The statistical properties of the vector n may depend 

on the object and the imaging system. In nuclear medicine, the measurement noise 

is modeled to be conditionally Poisson upon the mean image g = T^f, 

M _g^  
pr{g \g )  =  (2.5) 

1 9m-m=l 

With consideration of measurement noise, a linear mapping can be mathematically 

represented by 

g = + n, (2.6) 

where n is associated with measurement noise. Throughout the dissertation, is a 

continuous-to-discrete (CD) imaging operator that maps f a function of continuous 

variables in the Hilbert space of square-integrable functions to an M x 1 data vector 

g in the Euclidean space. For example, if the image is to be 128 x 128, the image 

vector g is 128^ x 1. 

A real-valued function f of continuous variables is square-integrable if it satisfies 

the following relation 

/ /^(r) < oo (2.7) 
J s  

where N is two or three for a two-dimensional (2D) or three-dimensional (3D) object 

function f and S is the region that covers the object function. 

Each component of equation 2.6 for the linear CD imaging operator TC is written 

mathematically as 

gm= drh^ ( r ) f ( r )  +  nm.  (2.8) 
JS 

In this equation, r is a 2D or 3D spatial coordinate, S* is a field of view (FOV), 

hm is real-valued and the mth system sensitivity function of 7i, and gm and n^ are 

elements of g and n. The is also called the point response function. The elements 
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g-m and rim of g and n are random variables. The vector g is the raw data before the 

reconstruction process or image data that can be viewed by humans. 

Throughout this dissertation, Gaussian blur functions are used to model point 

response functions hm and to simulate simplified single-pinhole imaging systems [29, 

37] 
h \ (v — n... pfr — 

(2.9) 
(r - Pm)^(r - V»m) 

2^2 

Three different imaging systems A, B, and C, with characteristics given in Table 2.1 

are used. The resolutions and relative sensitivities appearing in Table 2.1 correspond 

to  d i f f e r en t  p inho le  pa rame te r s  and  exposu re  t imes  [2 ] .  Us ing  t he  same  va lues  fo r  w 

TABLE 2.1. Characteristics of the three imaging systems. 

Imaging System Resolution w Relative Sensitivity h  
A 05 40 
B 2.5 100 
C 5 200 

and h  at all pixel locations leaves the simulated imaging systems shift invariant. In 

reality, pinhole imaging systems are shift variant and they may be realized by using 

different values of w and h for different pixel locations. 

2.2 Decision Strategy and Observer Performance 

Binary signal detection tasks are our tasks of interest in this dissertation. In this 

section, we discuss decision strategy, decision outcomes, the ROC curve, and figures 

of merit for a binary classification. 

2.2.1 Binary Decision 

For a binary classification, we are given two hypotheses, or two classes, to which 

we must assign the image data. If the two hypotheses are signal-absent and signal-

present, such a binary classification is signal detection. 
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For a binary signal detection, given one image, we have to decide whether the 

image belongs to the signal-absent hypothesis HQ or signal-present hypothesis Hi. 

We consider and f^, respectively, as a signal and a random background. The two 

hypotheses are given as 

The signal is assumed to be statistically independent of the background and the noise. 

The background and the signal are assumed to be additive. In medical imaging or 

other applications of penetrating radiation, it is reasonable to assume additive signal 

and background [3]. 

The signal is the image of some object that may or may not be present in the 

scene. The statistics of the background as well as the signal depends on the ensemble 

of objects under consideration and on the details of the imaging system [3]. We 

define the background and signal image data to be b = TL^ and s = henceforth 

for notational convenience. 

Given two presented images, if an observer is forced to choose which image con

tains the signal s, the task is called a 2AFC signal detection. In the later chapters 

4, 5, and 6, various 2AFC signal-detection tasks are considered for the purpose of 

optimizing imaging systems by the performance of the ideal observer, approximating 

ideal-observer performance by the CIO, and comparing the performance of the human 

observer and the ideal observer. 

2.2.2 Partitioning the Data Space 

The decision strategy can be considered as a two-step process. First, an observer 

computes a scalar test statistic t — 0(g), where ^ is a discriminant function that 

sends a multi-dimensional vector g to a scalar. Then, the observer compares the test 

statistic to a threshold tc- The test statistic is used to decide whether g contains a 

Ho • g  =  Hfb -hn  

H i ' . g  =  • H ( f b - h f s ) +  n .  

(2.10) 

(2.11) 
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signal or not. That is, given an image g, if t(g) is bigger than a threshold tc, the 

observer chooses Hi. If t(g) is smaller than the threshold the observer rejects Hi 

or equivalently choose HQ. We call the former decision to accept the signal-present 

hypothesis and the latter decision to accept the signal-absent hypothesis, Di and Do, 

respectively. 

Observer's decision making is the process of assigning the data to one of the defined 

decision regions and it is equivalent to partitioning the data space into nonoverlapping 

regions given two assumptions: any observation of the same data g must result in the 

same decision; every observation results in a decision [5]. A subspace Fi of the data 

space is defined as follows: for all data vectors g in a subspace Fi, the decision will 

be that the signal is present. For the orthogonal complement FQ of FI, i.e., 

F o n r i  =  0 ,  (2.12) 

the decision will be that the signal is absent. The contour tc = 0{g) is the hypersurface 

dividing FQ from Fi. 

2.2.3 Decision Outcomes and the ROC curve 

Each decision has four possible outcomes: true positive (TP), false positive (FP), true 

negative (TN), and false negative (FN). If the decision is signal present and the signal 

really is present, the decision is a TP, while a decision of signal present for an image 

without signal is a FP. The true positive fraction (TPF) is the conditional probability 

of accepting Hi when the signal is actually present, and the false positive fraction 

(FPF) is the conditional probability of accepting Hi when the signal is not present. 

The TN and the FN and their associated fractions such as the TNF and the FNF are 

defined in a similar manner. Table 2.2 summarizes the four decision outcomes 

Let N be the total number of decisions made by an observer. Let NTP be the 

number of true positive decisions made by the observer. And Npp, NTN ,  and NFM 

are defined similarly, so that N = NTP + NPP -1- NTN + NP^. In theory, when we let 
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TABLE 2.2. Decision outcomes 

1. True positive (TP): Hi is 
2. False positive (FP): HQ is 
3. False negative (FN): Hi is 
4. True negative (TN): HQ is 

true; observer decides Hi is true 
true; observer decides Hi is true 
true; observer decides HQ is true 
true; observer decides HQ is true 

N go to oo, we can obtain the actual true- and false-positive fractions: 

TPF  =  Fv{Di \Hi )  

TNF = Pt{Do\HO) 

FPF = Fi{Di \Ho)  

FNF = Pr(L>o|^i) 

As shown in 2.13, two of the fractions, i.e., either the TPF and the FPF or 

the TNF and the FNF, can fully specify the observer's performance. In the medical 

literature, the TPF is called sensitivity, and in the radar literature it is the probability 

of detection. In radar, the FPF is called the false-alarm rate and in the medical 

literature, the TNF, which is 1 — FPF, is called specificity. These four fractions can 

be written as integrals of the appropriate PDFs over the test statistic t for a given 

lim I 
N—>C!0 

• lim 
N—too 

lim < 
N—>oo 

lim 
N-^OO 

lim 
W—>oo 

lim 
N-^oo 

1\' TP  
^ Nxp  + Nppf  

Number of true positive decisions 

Number of actually positive cases 

NTN 
^ Nxn  + Npp  ̂ 

Number of true negative decisions 

Number of actually negative cases 

' Npp ^ 

^ Ntn + Npp  ̂ 

'  NpN 

. N tp  + Nppj  

=  1  -  T N F  

1 - TPF (2.13) 
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FIGURE 2.1. An ROC curve. 

threshold tc as follows: 

poo 

TFF{tc) = Pr(t > = Pr(i:'i|//i) = / dtpr{t\Hi) 
Jtc  

poo 
FPF(g = Pr{t>t , \Ho) = PTiD,\Ho)= / dtpri t \Ho) 

Jtc  

/

tc  
dtpr{t\Ho) 

•OO 

FNF = 1-TPF= f \tpr{t\Hi). (2.14) 
J —OO 

The threshold tc controls the trade-off between the TPF and the FPF. An ROC 

curve is a plot of the TPF versus the FPF varying the threshold on the real line. For 

example, see Figure 2.1. 

2.2.4 Figures of Merit for Binary Tasks 

The separability of the classes for a general classification problem is determined based 

on how much the PDFs of the test statistic overlap. In a binary detection problem, 

the overlap of the two PDFs of the test statistic determines how well the signal may 
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be detected. A number of measures of classification performance for a given observer 

and imaging system are derived from the ROC curve. 

TPF vs FPF The first common measure is a pair of the TPF and the FPF. That 

is, the TPF at a specified FPF would reveal how well the observer and the imaging 

system performed the classification task for a given threshold If t is normally 

distributed, then the TPF and the FPF can be derived from 2.14 as 

TPF(te) 

FPF(te) 

for each tc, where tj  = {t \ H j )  and a'j = {{t — tj) '^t\Hj) are the mean and variance of 

the test statistic under hypothesis Hj and also tj denotes the conditional expectation 

of t given that Hj is true. The error function erf(z) is defined by 

erf(z) = -^ /" dy exp(-y^). (2.17) 
Jo 

The less the PDFs of the test statistic overlap, the better performance of an observer 

to choose a threshold that separates the two classes. If the two PDFs of the test 

statistic have the same distribution and fully overlap, no observer is able to separate 

the two classes. 

The Area under the ROC curve (AUG) The AUG is a measure of class separability 

and defined as 

AUG= [ dFPF TPF(FPF). (2.18) 
Jo 

As defined in 2.18, the AUG is an integral of the TPF with respect to the FPF and 

hence is a overall measure without having to specify any threshold. 

Since both the TPF and the FPF range from 0 to 1, the AUG also varies from 0 

to 1. But for a useful imaging system, the TPF should be bigger than FPF at each 

level. Then the AUG varies from 0.5 for a useless system to 1.0 for an ideal system 

that allows a task to be performed perfectly. 

1 — erf 

1 — erf 

t2 

^2 
(2.15) 

(2.16) 
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Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNRt) Another measure of class separability is the signal-

to-noise ratio (SNR). For any discriminant function t, given the distributions of the 

test statistic t conditional upon the signal-absent and signal-present hypotheses, the 

SNRt is the difference in their means divided by the square root of their average 

variance, i.e., 

SNR. = . , (2.19) 
[^va.v{t \Hi)  -I- |var(t|/fo)]2 

where v a v { . \ H j )  denotes the corresponding conditional variance. 

When t  is not normally distributed under both hypotheses, the SNR should be 

carefully used; for example, if the test statistic has a highly skewed PDF, the variance 

may give a misleading measure of the spread of the test statistic, and then the SNR 

is not useful anymore [6]. If t is normally distributed under both hypotheses, it is 

well known that the SNR SNRj is related to the AUG by 

AUG == i + ^erf(^). (2.20) 

Thus there is a monotonic relation between AUG and SNR, so we can employ either 

of them equivalently as a figure of merit in this case. 

Detectability index cIa When AUG is known, another SNR is simply defined by 

inverting 2.20: 

SNR(AUG) = 2erf-^(2AUG - 1), (2.21) 

where erf~^ is the inverse of the error function 2.17. The SNR(AUG) is also referred 

to as a detectability index If the test statistics under both the hypotheses are 

normally distributed, then = SNRj. 

It is common to use the AUG or the SNR for psychophysical experiments of human-

observer performance. Many studies of human-observer performance measure the 

AUG directly through a forced-choice technique. This technique gives an estimate of 

the AUG without having to learn the shape of the ROG curve and the above equation 

2.21 is regarded as a definition to convert AUG to SNR(AUG) (= c/^). Then, the 
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measured AUG is commonly converted to cIa for comparison to other studies whether 

or not normality assumption is made. In order to compare the performance of the 

human observer to other observers, methods of computing ideal-observer performance 

in these metrics are needed. For example, Barrett et al. studied a number of ways 

to approximate the AUG [5] and Metz et al. developed algorithms that fit binormal 

ROC curves to continuously-distributed data and estimate the AUG [33, 34], In 

the next section, we discuss a few model observers and their performance measures 

accordingly. 

2.3 Model Observers 

In principle, the human observer could be used to perform signal-detection tasks for 

system design or optimization. However, having the human observer perform the 

tasks is too time-consuming in practice. A good alternative is to use model observers 

such as Hotelling observers or ideal observers. Hotelling observers compute the mean 

and the covariance. Ideal observers are used whenever it is possible to compute the 

likelihood ratio. 

2.3.1 Channelization of Image Data 

Channels Ghannels are often used to reduce computational burden and extract 

useful information of the image data in image processing. A channel is defined as 

a linear function that transforms an M-dimensional vector g to a scalar and it can 

be considered as an M-dimensional vector. We define T as a channel matrix that 

consists of Nc rows of M-dimensional channels to be applied to an M-dimensional 

vector g. That is, T is a A^c x M matrix. Given a data g, an A^c x 1 channel-output 

vector V is defined as 

v = Tg = T(W + n). (2.22) 
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Laguerre-Gauss (LG) channels LG channels are a reasonable choice of channels to 

extract the salient statistical information about LBs and circularly symmetric Gaus

sian signals because they form a basis for rotationally-symmetric square-integrable 

functions [4]. Barrett et al. have successfully employed LG channels to approximate 

the linear ideal observers for complicated signal-detection tasks [4]. Gallas and Bar

rett have used LG channels as a template to extract the useful statistical information 

about rotationally symmetric signals, backgrounds and imaging systems for estimat

ing the channelized-Hotelling observer [24], LG channels have also been successfully 

used to fit the statistical models of LBs using only noisy image data [30]. 

LG functions are the product of Laguerre polynomials and Gaussian functions. 

The Laguerre polynomials are defined by 

L,(x) = ^(-1)' (l) (2.23) 
k=0 ^ ^ 

These polynomials are orthonormal on (0, oo) with respect to an exponential weight 

function, namely, 
poo 

/  dxexp{—x)Lj{x)Lk{x)  = 5j^k- ,  (2.24) 
J C 

By a change of variables x = 27rr^/a^, the above ID orthogonality relation be

comes the 2D orthogonality relation, 

1 f°° A-nr dr i i  i \t  ,27rr^, ^ .  , 
^ exp(-27rr /a„)Lj(-^)Lfc(-—) = (2.25) 

J c J c u u 

where the exponential weight function has changed into a Gaussian function. Prom 

this relation, we get LG functions as 

/ I N /27rr^, 
Wj(r |a„) = — exp(——)Lj(-—). (2.26) 

CLu CL^ Ciy^ 

We sample these functions to yield a channel matrix T of Uj's. The exponential 

weighting exp(—vrr^a^) concentrates the weight of the polynomials around a Gaussian 

envelope 2cr^ = a'^/ir. 

Up to Nc = 14, the matrix T turns out to be approximately orthogonal, that is, 

T = I up to the fourth digit after the decimal point. 



FIGURE 2.2. LG Channels and their profiles with = 10 for 64 x 64 images 
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2.3.2 Hotelling Observer 

Optimal Linear Observer A linear discriminant has the general form, 

= (2.27) 

where Wg and g are assumed to be real, and the subscript g indicates that Wg is a data 

space template. The optimal linear discriminant is defined as the ^(g) that maximizes 

a certain measure of class separability [6]. The SNR is a measure of separability of 

the PDFs of the signal-present and signal-absent image data as defined in 2.19. As 

we shall show below, the linear discriminant that maximizes the SNR takes the form: 

Wg =  Kg^s ,  (2 .28)  

where Wg is an M x 1 vector. Kg is an M x M matrix that is half the sum of the 

covariance matrices of the signal-absent and signal-present image data, and s is an 

M X 1 vector that is the difference between the mean signal-present and signal-absent 

image data. That is, 

s = gi-Io, Sj = {s\Hj), i = 0,1, (2.29) 

Kg = jIKo+K,]. Kj = ((g-g_;)(g-g,)t|i/i>, (2.30) 

The covariance matrices Kj are symmetric by definition and they are also positive 

definite [48]: 

K* = K, (2.31) 

w^KjW > 0, Vw. (2.32) 

Since are real-valued, K^' = The observer that uses 2.28 is called the Hotelling 

observer. In other words, the Hotelling observer uses the ensemble mean and covari

ance to compute a test statistic and compares it to a threshold to make a decision 

between the two hypotheses. 
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To derive a form of the SNRt for a linear discriminant t, we replace t  in the defi

nition of the SNRt given in 2.19 with t(g) in the definition of the linear discriminant 

given in 2.27, 

SNRt = \ gfei \ gsi 0/ ^2.33) 
[2var(w^g|ifi) + 2var(w^g|i/o)] ̂  

Wg[(g|/^i) - (g|^o)] 

[5w|{var(g|i/i) +var(g|i7o)}wg]5 

w^s 

^wUKo + Ki}wg^' 

(2.34) 

(2.35) 
L2"gl-^^U I 

and a final form of the SNRt for the linear discriminant 2.27 is expressed as 

wi s 
SNRt = , • (2.36) 

VWgKgWg 

For the HoteUing observer, we replace Wg in 2.36 with 2.28, then 

s'Kg^s 
V?Rr*RF = (2-37) 

In order to show that the HoteUing observer maximizes the SNR, we need to show 

that the SNRnotj the SNR for the HoteUing observer, is always greater than and 

equal to the SNRt, the SNR for any observer. Since the SNR is non-negative, it is 

equivalent to show that SNR^ < SNR^ot) i-e., 

SNR| = ^ = SNRL.. (2.38) 
WgiVgWg 

Since the denominator in SNR^ is positive from the positive-definiteness of Kg given 

in 2.32, it is equivalent to show that 

K=l'<KK,Wg)[s'K-'sl. (2.39) 

We start the proof by writing [Wg s]^ as follows: 

[w's]^ = [w'k|k-'s]^ = [(K|wg)'(K-'s)|l (2.40) 
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In the above expression, satisfies 

KJ'KJ' = Kf. (2.41) 

Since Kg is positive definite, it is expressed as follows: 

R 

= (2-42) 
n — 1  

where R is the rank of Kg, and and u^, are the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of 

Kg, respectively, and all the are positive. Then 

Kg= = (2.43) 
n 

By the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, 

[WgS]^ < II Kg^Vg IPII Kg^/^s 11^, (2.44) 

where || • || indicates the Euclidean norm. The righthand side in 2.44 is the same as 

follows 

II KJ/V, fll K-'/=^s ir = [K^VJ' [K,-'/^s]' [K,"^s] 

= wl [{Kf )Kf ] w, s' [(K-"^)K-"^] s 

= ksKgWg] [s'K-'s] . (2.45) 

The second equality in 2.45 follows since the covariance matrix Kg is symmetric, and 

the third equality follows from equation 2.41. Then, from the equahty 2.44 and the 

third equality in 2.45, we arrive at 

[w^s]2 < [w^KgWg] [s'Kg^s] . (2.46) 

This proves that the Hotelling observer is optimal among all linear observers. 
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2.3.3 Channelized-Hotelling Observer (CHO) 

The HoteUing observer constrained to a number of channels is called the channelized-

Hotelling observer (CHO) [35]. Gallas and Barrett [24] have shown that the CHO 

using LG channels well approximates the performance of the HoteUing observer in 

terms of the SNR when LBs and circularly symmetric Gaussian signals are used for 

object variability. That is, 

SNRcho ~ SNR/foj, (2.47) 

where SNRCHO represents the SNR for the CHO. On the other hand, other chan

nels such as the square (SQR), sparse difference-of-Gaussian (SDOG), and dense 

difference-of-Gaussian (DDOG) channels have been used for a CHO to predict human-

observer performance for several SKE-detection tasks [1]. To model humans, an addi

tional term was added to the CHO using these channels and this CHO nicely predicts 

human-observer performance in the detection tasks. This term represents internal 

noise in the human observer. Internal noise is important for modeling the human 

observer and it results in a noisy decision maker [1, 14], that is, the human observer 

does not exceed the HoteUing or ideal observers. 

Channelized-Hotelling Observer The CHO template WV and the SNRCHO are de

fined using the mean and the covariance of channel outputs of the data as follows: 

Wv = Kv^Sv, (2.48) 

SNRcho = (2.49) 

Kv = TKgT''', Sv = (Sv)s, Sv = Ts, (2.50) 

where the subscript v indicates that the above expressions operate in the space of 

channel outputs. Since T is real-valued in our work, = T^, which is the transpose 

of the matrix T. For the SKE signal, Sy = Sy. The covariance of channel outputs of 

the data, Ky, is computed using the covariances of signal-absent and signal-present 
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channel outputs as follows: 

Kv = i[Kv,o + Kv,i], 

Kv,i = {{v -vj){v -VjY\Hj), J =0,1, 

Kv (2.51) 

(2.52) 

(2.53) 

where Kv,o and Kv,i are the covariance matrices of the signal-absent and signal-

present channel outputs. 

An alternative way to compute the covariances of both channel outputs of the 

data is to use the covariances of the signal and the background in the following 

decompositions: 

where Kb and Kg are the covariance matrices of the LB and the signal, respectively, 

I is the identity matrix, and b and s are the mean background and the mean signal. 

2.3.4 Ideal Observer 

Imaging systems can also be assessed in terms of the average cost associated with the 

tasks obtained by some observer on the images [6]. A Bayesian approach to making a 

decision between the two hypotheses Hq and Hi is to assign costs to the four possible 

outcomes and to define the Bayes risk as the average cost [6]. 

Optimal Decisions For a binary decision problem, the cost is a 2 x 2 matrix C, 

where element Cij (i,j=0 or 1) is the cost of making decision Di when hypothesis Hj 

is true. Positive costs are usually assigned to incorrect decisions and zero or negative 

costs to correct ones. 

Kv,o = T[bI-t-Kb]T^ 

Kv, i  

= Kv,o + sT + TK,T^ 

(2.54) 

(2.55) 

(2.56) 
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The probabihty of making decision A when hypothesis Hj is true can be written 

as an integral over the M-dimensional data space: 

Pr{Di\H,)= [ d^gpr{g\H,), (2.57) 
•''r, 

where F, defines the observation region over which a decision is made in favor of H i ,  

and pr{g\Hj) denotes the PDF of the data g when the hypothesis Hj is true. 

The average cost, called the Bayes risk, is given by [6] 

1 1 

i=0 j—0 

1 1 

= EE a,Fv{Di\Hj)Fv{Hj) .  (2.58) 
i=0 j=0 

We can formulate a test statistic that minimizes the Bayes risk of making a deci

sion. The Bayes risk in 2.58 can be written in terms of integrals over the regions FQ 

and Fi using 2.57: 

C = CiiFv{Hi)  f  £/^gpr(g|//i)+ CoiPr(i / i )  /"  d^gpr{g\Hi)  
JTi  ^  TQ 

+ C.oFviHo) f  d'^gpr{g\Ho) + CooFT{Ho) [ d""gpr{g\Ho). (2.59) 
JT i TO 

To minimize the Bayes risk is to choose an optimal division between the regions FQ 

and Fi. We know that 

Pr(Di|i7i) +  F r { D o \ H , )  = 1 (2.60) 

and that the regions are nonoverlapping. These facts leave us able to say 

[ d^gpr{g\Hx)+ [ (i^gpr(g|Fi) = 1. (2.61) 

Then we can rewrite the average cost as a function of region Fi only: 

C = Co,Fv{H,) + CnFr{Ho) (2.62) 

+ d^g [(Cio -  Coo)Fv{Ho)pr{ g \Ho) -  (Coi -  Cn)Fr{H,)pr{ g \H,)] .  
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The first two terms in 2.62 are constants and hence do not affect the decision strategy. 

The integral is then minimized by choice of the region Fi. The region Fi that satisfies 

the following relation, 

{Cox  -  Cn)pr(g|Fi)Pr(//i) > (Cio - Coo)pr{g \Ho)Pr{Ho) ,  (2.63) 

will minimize the average cost C in 2.62. 

We assume that the cost of making an error is greater than the cost of making a 

correct decision, that is, (CQI — Cn) and (Cio — CQO) are positive. Furthermore all 

PDFs are non-negative, so the 2.63 is equivalent to 

pr(g|ifi) (Cio - Coo)Pi:(go) 
pr(g|i/„) (C„i-Cii)Pr(ff,)' ' 

Then the decision rule is to choose HI when the 2.64 is true, otherwise, choose Hq.  

The Likelihood Ratio The quantity pr(g|i/i)/pr(g|ifo) is called the likelihood ratio 

and is often denoted A(g): 

A{g) = (2.65) 
pr{g\Ho) 

As shown above, an observer that uses the likehhood ratio minimizes the overall 

average cost or the Bayes risk of making a decision. Any observer that uses this 

decision strategy is called the ideal observer. 

To make a decision between the two hypotheses, the ideal observer, with prior 

knowledge of pr(g|i7o) and pr(g|i7i), computes the likelihood ratio defined above 

and compares it to a threshold that depends on the costs and prior probabilities 

pr{Hj) but the threshold does not depend on the image data. 

The Bayesian ideal observer is optimal among all observers not only because it 

minimizes the Bayes risk but also it maximizes a common scalar figure of merit, the 

AUG. By definition, the ideal observer makes use of all the statistical information 

of the image data, and sets an upper bound on the performance of any observer 

on the tasks. In this sense, the ideal observer measures the amount of detectable 

information of an image system. Thus the ideal observer is often used as a measure 
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of image quality when it is possible to compute the likelihood ratio of the data under 

the two hypotheses. We employ the ideal observer as our observer for performing 

signal-detection tasks, and the AUG as our figure of merit for measuring observer 

performance. 

Likelihood Ratios for Various Backgrounds with Known Statistical Properties Bar

rett and Abbey [3] describe methods to compute the Bayesian discriminants, i.e., the 

likelihood ratios for various backgrounds and signals with and without randomness. 

We take a look at a couple of examples regarding how to compute the likelihood ratio 

when the background is nonrandom or random with statistically known properties 

and the signal is nonrandom. 

First, the background and the signal are assumed to be known exactly, i.e., non-

random. If the noise n is white, the components of the noise n are i.i.d. random 

variables. A multivariate normal model in 2.4 is adopted to model the noise vector 

n: 

pr(n) = [(27r)^det(K„)] ^/^exp = [27Tal]  ^/^exp . (2.66) 
. 2 _ _ 2a^_ 

The PDF of g under Hq is given by 

pr{g\Ho) = [2Tial] exp || g - b ||^ (2.67) 

and The PDF of g under Hi is given by 

pr{g\Hi) = [2TTal] exp -^ || g - b - s |p . (2.68) 

Then the likelihood ratio is given by 

where C is the resulting constant. The corresponding log-likelihood is 

M 

X = const -h const • Sm{gm — bm) 

(2.69) 

(2.70) 
m=l 
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and it is a matched filter applied to the difference between the image data and the 

known background. The log-likelihood is a linear discriminant and it is normally 

distributed, while the likelihood A is nonlinear and log-normal. 

Next, if we relax the assumption that the background be nonrandom and model 

the background b with a multivariate normal with mean b and covariance matrix 

Kb, then the PDF of g under Hq is given by 

1 
pr{^\Ho) = TVexp 2(g -b )*Kg^(g-b )  (2.71) 

where iV is a normalizing constant and Kg is the overall covariance matrix of the 

data. With the i.i.d. normal model for the noise n, the covariance matrix Kg is given 

by 

'g 
11 

g 

Kg = ((g-g)(g-g)^)^ 

= ([(b-b) + n] [(b-b) + n]' 

= ((b - b)(b - b)^)^^ + ((b - b)n^>^ + (n(b - b)^>^ + (nn^>^ 

= ((b - b)(b - b)^)j^ + (b - b)^ (n)„ + (n)„ (b - b)^^ + (nn^)^ 

= Kb + all. (2.72) 

For the data g under Hi, the covariance of the data g turns out to be the same 

as Kg. That is, since the signal s is nonrandom, the second equality in the above 

equation follows from the fact that g = b-|-s and hence g — g = b-|-n — b. The PDF 

of g under Hi is given by 

1 
-^(g - b - s)^Kgi(g - b - s) (2.73) pr{g\Hi) = N exp 

and then the likelihood ratio is 

A(g) = Cexp[s^K~^(g - b - s)], (2.74) 

where C is the resulting constant. The log-likelihood in this case is 

A = const-f-s*K~^(g — b — s) (2.75) 
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and it is a prewhitened matched filter apphed to the image data minus the mean 

background. It is also a normally-distributed linear discriminant. 

Likelihood Ratio for Random Backgrounds and Random Signals When object vari

ability is considered but the PDF of the object is unknown, i.g., either the background 

is not a known distribution such as a multivariate normal as above, or the signal is 

random, the derivation of the likelihood ratio is not as straightforward as in the above 

examples. In general, the conditional probability of the data upon each hypothesis in 

2.65 is an integral of the probability of the data conditional upon each hypothesis and 

each realization of the object with respect to random object. The signal s is assumed 

to be statistically independent of the background b. Then the likelihood ratio 2.65 is 

rewritten as a ratio of integrals [3, 55, 29] as follows: 

A I I  ̂ spr(g|b, s, Hi)pr{h)pr{s) 

f dh'pr(g\h',Ho)pr(h') 

where b and s are the random background and the random signal, respectively. 

To make the computation of the likelihood ratio feasible, we multiply and divide 

the integrand of  the  numerator  in  2.76 by ]9r(g |b ,  Hq ) :  

A(g) ^ J J 'pr{g\h,s,Hi] 

pr{g\h,Ho) 

pr{g\h, Ho)pr{h) 

f dh'pr(g\h',Ho)pr(h')_ 
pr{s). (2.77) 

In order to obtain another form of the likelihood ratio, we define ABSKE AS 

ABSKE(g|b.s) = ?^:(5^, (2.78) 
pr{g\h,Ho) 

where ABSKE IS the likelihood ratio in the case where the background and the signal 

are known exactly. That is, the background and the signal are fixed and nonrandom. 

We know exactly how to calculate ABSKE from the statistics of measurement noise. 

For an imaging system with Poisson noise n, 

pr{g\h,s, Hi) = exp"^'''"+^'"^ (^m + s^)—^ (2.79) 
m=i S'"-
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and 
M 

pr{g,\h , H o )  =  JJ exp - { b m )  {bn 
(2.80) 

m=l 

Substituting the expressions 2.79 and 2.80 in the BSKE hkelihood ratio in 2.78, we 

get 
M 

ABSKE(glb) — n ( 1 
m=l 

Sm 
exp (2^81) 

For an imaging system with Gaussian noise n with covariance K„ = the BSKE 

Ukehhood ratio becomes 

ABSKE(g|b) = exp ( g - b - - ) ^ K „ ^ s  exp 
(g - b - D's 

(7  
(2.82) 

with use of 

pr(g\h,s,Hi) = exp -^(g - b - s)*K„i(g - b - s) 

and 

pr(g|b, H o )  =  exp -^ (g -b )*K„^(g-b )  

(2.83) 

(2.84) 

By Bayes' rule, the expression in the second brackets 2.77 is a posterior density 

of the background when the signal-absent hypothesis is true, that is, 

pr { g \ h ,  H o )pr { h )  
-7- =pr{h\g , H o ) .  (2.85) 

/  dh'pr{g\h',HQ)pr{h') 

We are now able to rewrite the likelihood ratio for the random background and 

the random signal as an expectation of the BSKE likelihood ratio with respect to 

the posterior density given in 2.85. That is, the likelihood ratio 2.76 is the posterior 

mean of the BSKE likelihood ratio [29], 

A(g) = y y c?bABSKE(g|b,s)pr(b|g,/fo)pr(s). (2.86) 

Likelihood Ratio for Random Background and SKE Signals The likelihood ratio 

for the SKE signal in random background can be derived analogously. But we can 
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simply obtain it from 2.86 using the fact that s is nonrandom, that is, s = SQ, and 

pr{s) = 5{s — So). The numerator in the likelihood ratio of 2.76 

J dh J dspr{h)pr{g\h ,s,  Hi)pr{s) — J dhpr{h)pr{g\h, Hi) (2.87) 

using the fact that f  dsS(s — SQ) = 1. Hence the likelihood ratio A(g) in 2.86 becomes 

A(g) = y c?bABKE(g| b,s)pr(b |g, iJo), (2.88) 

where ABKE(g|b,s) is the background-known exactly (BKE) likelihood ratio, 

ABKE( g b , s )  —  — ( 2 . 8 9 )  
pr(glb,ffo) 

2.3.5 Channelized-ideal Observer (CIO) 

As discussed above, the ideal observer requires the full knowledge of the PDFs of 

the data under both hypotheses. But these PDFs are often unknown or difficult to 

estimate when object variability is considered, due to the high dimensionality of the 

integrals that need to be estimated. To overcome this difficulty in estimating the 

ideal observer, models of objects f such as LBs [45] have been used successfully with 

Markov-chain Monte Carlo methods [29, 37]. However, it still takes many days to 

assess an imaging system on a task. Instead, we propose a dimensionality-reduction 

scheme, which will be described in chapter 6, to estimate the likelihood ratio. 

Dimensionality Reduction Recall that applying the Nc x M channel matrix T in 

2.22 to an M-dimensional g generates an A^c-dimensional channel-output vector v as 

follows: 

V = Tg = T(W + n). (2.90) 

Since we would like to use as few channels as possible to reduce the high dimensionality 

of the likelihood ratio, the number of channels Nc, which is the dimension of the 

channel-output vector, should be much less than M. Then it is computationally 

more practical to use channel outputs to estimate the ideal observer than to directly 
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estimate the ideal observer, as long as the channels can extract salient statistical 

information of the image data for the signal-detection tasks. 

Efficient Channels Our goal is to find out which channels and their associated 

parameters should be used to approximate the likelihood ratio of the image data 

A(g) with the likehhood ratio of channel outputs A(v) on the signal-detection tasks 

in terms of a performance metric, AUG. In other words, we want to have 

AUCA(g) ~AUCA(V), (2.91) 

where AUCA(G) is the AUG for the ideal observer and AUGA(V) is the AUG for the 

GIO. Ghannels that satisfy the above relation are called efficient channels. 

Likelihood Ratio for Channel Outputs The GIO computes the likelihood ratio of 

channel outputs, 

A(v) = (2.92) 
pr{v\Ho) 

where pr{v \ H j )  are the PDFs of channel outputs when H j  is true, j  = 0,1. However 

the PDFs of channel outputs are unknown. One advantage of using the object models 

such as LB and GLB is that we are able to write the analytic expressions for the 

characteristic functions (GFs) of their channel outputs ^'v(-) which is defined as 

= (exp(—27rza;V))v. (2.93) 

Thus, to compute the GIO likelihood ratio, the GFs of channel outputs are used 

instead of their PDFs that is often unknown. Then, in principle, the inverse Fourier 

transform is applied to recover the PDFs of channel outputs. The inverse Fourier 

transform is basically an expectation of the product of a GF and certain complex 

exponentials of channel outputs. That is, 

p r { v \ H j )  = J  d(jL!^ ' ' ' ^ '^ \u))exp{2Triu)^v) ,  (2.94) 

where ^v^(uj) is the GF of channel outputs under Hj for j = 0,1 and uj is assumed 

to be real. 
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The CFs of channel outputs can be represented in terms of the CFls of the objects, 

i.e., which is defined as 

(4) = (exp (-27ri4^f) )j.. (2.95) 

Because the object f is a random function, given in equation 2.95 is called the 

characteristic functional (CFl) of the object f [6]. Details about the derivation of the 

CFls of objects such as the LB and the CLB and the CFs of channel outputs are 

discussed in the next chapter. Chapter 3 first introduces our models of objects such 

as LBs and CLBs as well as rotationally symmetric Gaussian signals. Then the CFls 

of these object models are derived and then the CFs of the data and channel outputs 

are derived in terms of these CFls of the object models with use of the models of the 

imaging system and the channel matrix. 
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CHAPTER 3 

OBJECT MODELS AND CHARACTERISTIC FUNCTIONALS 
OF OBJECTS 

3.1 Why Object Models? 

We can obtain the image data only through an imaging system, and we do not 

necessarily know the statistics of the data. The statistics of the image data are 

determined by the statistics of the object that is being imaged and the measurement 

noise, i.e., the models of the physics of the imaging system, for example as given in 

equation 2.6, which describes a linear imaging process. Different imaging systems 

generate different image statistics for the same object, and it is difficult to know 

what the PDF of the image data is. Therefore, instead of trying to figure out the 

statistics of the image data that are specific to an imaging system, we would like 

to take into account object statistics and the measurement noise separately for each 

imaging system. 

Object variability, such as variations in the patient population or randomness in 

lesions, has a significant impact on observer performance, so it needs to be considered 

to understand how an observer performs more realistic tasks. However, it is difficult 

to characterize randomness in a continuous object function f. Models of objects are 

employed to characterize the statistics of randomness in objects. Objects are consid

ered as backgrounds and signals. For example, in a mammogram, a breast image, 

that has repeatedly appeared in past mammograms of a patient, would be considered 

as a background and a lesion, that has not appeared before but seems to appear 

in recent mammograms, could be considered as a signal, which is possibly a breast 

tumor. 

Kupinski et al.[30] have shown that noisy image data can be matched to object 

models such as LB and CLE object models. Sain and Barrett [46] developed a physical 
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phantom to generate noisy LBs to use for evaluating gamma cameras using the CHO 

constrained to the first five orders of LG channels. These two studies show that we 

can actually evaluate and optimize imaging systems using noisy LBs and the CHO. In 

section 3.1 through 3.3, Lumpy backgrounds (LBs) and clustered lumpy backgrounds 

CLBs are discussed for models of background objects and Gaussian signals with and 

without uncertainty are discussed for models of signal objects. 

The characteristic functional (CFls) of the LB and the CLB are known, which will 

be discussed in section 3.4. The analytic forms of the characteristic functions (CFs) 

of the image data can be written in terms of the CFls of the object models, and they 

are discussed in section 3.5. Importantly, the physics of the imaging system can be 

incorporated into the CFls of the objects to characterize the effect of the imaging 

system on the objects. Then the CFs of the image data can be derived analytically. 

They will also be discussed in section 3.5. While the PDFs of the image data are often 

unknown, for these models of objects, the CFs of the data can be written analytically 

and used to make inferences about the data as much as the PDFs of the data since the 

CFs contain as much information as the PDFs. Therefore, using models of objects 

and imaging systems for the CF of the image data provides an important tool to 

understand the image statistics. 

3.2 Background Models 

3.2.1 Lumpy Background (LB) 

To describe background uncertainty, we first consider the LB model. This background 

was proposed by Rolland and Barrett [45] in an attempt to estimate human and 

model performances with more reahstic looking backgrounds than flat or Gaussian 

backgrounds. This LB model is mathematically described by 

N 

f b  =  f b { r )  =  ̂ L { r  -  C n \ a b , S b ) ,  (3.1) 
n= l  
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where r is a 2D or 3D spatial coordinate, N is the number of the lumps in the object 

following a Poisson distribution with mean N, L{-) is the lump function. The center 

of the nth lump, c„, is randomly chosen by a uniform distribution, and at, and si, are 

the fixed magnitude and width of the lump function. For our work, we use 2D-LBs 

with circularly symmetric Gaussian profiles for the lump function L{-). The lump 

function L(-) is given by 

The mth element of the background image vector b for the LB can be written as 

where S is the FOV. 

We define a parameter vector 9  = {N, Ci, C2,..., c^v} and 6  fully characterizes the 

LB model. LB object models are used for our various simulation studies. Figure 3.1 

shows a number of different LBs using different parameter vectors. Figure 3.2 show 

real anatomical backgrounds in clinical images of a lung by a Xe 133 SPECT study. 

These anatomical backgrounds resemble LB images to which the imaging system B 

is apphed. As mentioned earher, the methods by Kupinski et al.[30] can be used to 

match noisy image data to object models such as LB and CLB object models. This 

suggests that LB object models maybe be reasonably good candidates for random 

object models in simulation studies. 

3.2.2 Clustered Lumpy Background (CLB) 

Bochud et al. [9] have extended the LB model to a more realistic and complicated 

background known as the CLB model. A realization of the CLB model can be gen

erated by first producing a uniform distribution of the centers of clusters in the FOV 

and second producing a Gaussian distribution of lumps around each center of the 

(3.2) 



FIGURE 3.1. Lumpy backgrounds with different parameters, a^, and N 
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% 

FIGURE 3.2. In the first column, different lumpy images through the imaging sys
tem B and, in the second column, parts of clinical Images of a lung from a Xe 133 
Ventilation SPECT study at the University of Kansas Medical Center. 
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clusters. The CLB model is mathematically described as 

N Kn 

f6 = .fb{ r )  =  (3.4) 
n=l fc=l 

where N and Kn are Poisson-distributed numbers with means N and K, respectively, 

for the number of clusters and the number of lump functions in the nth cluster, A„fc 

is the center of the fcth lump function in the nth cluster, is the orientation of the 

lumps in the nth cluster, and K; is a parameter vector characterizing the shape of 

the lumps. The rotation of the lumps is represented with the rotation matrix 

The center of the fcth lump function relative to c„ in the nth cluster, A„fc, is sampled 

from a radially symmetric Gaussian distribution with width The angle may be 

uniformly distributed between 0 and 2tt but may be distributed differently if desired. 

With the lump function L{.) known, the parameters N, K, 5a, and k, which we 

represent with 0, characterize a CLB. 

The mth element of the background image vector b for the CLB can be written 

as 

where S is the FOV. 

The lump function does not have to be Gaussian. Bochud et al. [9] used a 2D 

asymmetric lump function given in polar coordinates as 

Bochud et al. chose this type of lump function to simulate the texture of mammo

grams. For this lump function, the parameter vector d contains 7 parameters, i.e., 

0 = {N, K, 5a, 7, /5, ly}- The lump function is Gaussian if /? = 2. 

In Figure 3.3 are shown a number of different CLBs using different parameters. 

N Kn 

(3.5) 

(3.6) 
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FIGURE 3.3. Clustered lumpy backgrounds with different parameters, a, s and N. 
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3.3 Signal Models 

3.3.1 Gaussian Signals with and without Uncertainty 

To model signal uncertainty, signals are mathematically described as [37] 

where r is a 2D spatial coordinate, is the magnitude of the signal function Ls(-), 

Cs is the center of the signal, R is a rotation matrix, and D is a diagonal matrix, 

To represent the signal models, we define a as a parameter vector that contains 

random variables specific to the tasks. For the SKE tasks, a is empty. For the 

SKS tasks with location uncertainty, ol = {cg}, and for the SKS tasks with shape-

uncertainty, a = {0,(Ji,cr2}. 

For SKE tasks and SKS tasks with signal-location uncertainty, we fix shapes of 

signals as circularly symmetric Gaussians, i.e., di = o"2 and 6 is constant. For the 

SKE tasks, we fix the signals at the origin but for the SKS tasks with signal-location 

uncertainty, the locations of the signals are chosen from a uniform distribution 

where M is the dimension of the signal vector in the FOV, i.e., Cg is uniformly 

distributed in the FOV. For SKS tasks with signal-shape uncertainty, cri and a"2 are 

random variables following a uniform distribution on [a,b], and 9 is also a random 

variable following a uniform distribution on [0, 27r]. 

In Figure 3.4 are shown various signals of different sizes and shapes, and Figure 

3.5 shows the effect of the three different imaging systems, as given in 2.1, on the 

same SKE signal. The imaging system A makes the image higher resolution but more 

noisy than the other two images by the imaging systems B and C, while the imaging 

system C makes the image more blurry but less noisy. 

(3.8) 

and 

(3.9) 



FIGURE 3.4. Gaussian signals of different sizes and shapes. 
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System A System B System C 

FIGURE 3.5. The images of a fixed signal through the three imaging systems A, B, 
and C. 

3.4 Characteristic Functionals (CFls) 

3.4.1 The CFls of Objects 

Characterist ic  Functions and Functionals  The CF of the data g is the Fourier 

transform of its PDF the PDF of the data g, pr{g). It can be represented as an 

expectation over certain complex exponentials of g given by 

^g(p) = (exp(-27rigV))g, (3.10) 

where the vector p is the Fourier conjugate of g. 

The CFl of the object f can be written as 

^f(^) = (exp (-27rz^^f))j., (3.11) 

where the function 4 in a Hilbert space defined in 2.7 is the Fourier conjugate of the 

function f in the Hilbert space. The equations 3.10 and 3.11 are of the same form 

except f is a random function and g is a random image vector. Since the models of 
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objects are used in this work and these models are fully characterized by parameter 

vectors, for example, the parameter vector 0 fully characterizes the LB object, the 

above equation 3.11 can be rewritten by 

^fe(0 = (exp , (3.12) 

where an object fe is fully characterized by a parameter vector 0. 

The CFl of  the LB For the CFl of LB, we substitute f in 3.11 with our lumpy 

object model 3.1 as follows [29]: 

= (exp(-27rz^^f6))j.^ 

=  ^exp ^-27rz J  ̂ (r) ^ L(r - c„|ab, s^) 

= ^exp |^-27rz j  ̂(r)L(r - c„|a6, 5b) 

= (3.13) 

{cn},Ar 

n  

(3.14) 

where 

^ l( £ )  =  {^exp ^-27ri J  C(r)L(r - c„|a6, 5b) d r  

and ^l(^) is the CFL of one randomly located lump centered at c„. 

Recall that N  is the number of the lumps in the LB, which follows a Poisson 

distribution with mean N. Using the Poisson statistics of N and the Taylor expansions 

of an exponential function, we arrive at a different closed form of the CFl of fb from 

the equation 3.13 [6]. It is given by 

n=0 

AT! 
N-O 

= exp(-/V)^ 
n=0 

= exp [-7V (1-^^(0)]. (3.15) 
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The CFl of  the CLB To calculate the CFl for the CLB, Kupinski et al. [29] rewrote 

the definition of CLB in 3.4 as 
n  

ffe = /(r)b = ^ fi(r - c„, {A„fc}, 4>n, Kn\K), (3.16) 
n=l 

where 
Kn 

fi(r - c„, {A^fc}, 0n, Kn\n) =  ̂  L{[R^J{r - c„ - (3.17) 
k= l  

and {A„fc} is a set of Kn lump centers relative to the cluster center c„. 

Since the forms 3.16 of the CLB and 3.1 of the LB share a similar form, the CFl 

of the CLB can be derived in a similar fashion; it is given by 

^f,(0 = exp[-]V(l-^a(0)]- (3.18) 

To derive ^'n(^), equation 3.17 is treated as a LB model, then the analytic form of 

^n(0 can be written as the CFl of this LB model as in 3.15: 

1>a(?) = (exp [-K{1 ~ l-iKIc,. , (3.19) 

where the function ^^(^Ic,^) is the CFl of one randomly located lump with cluster 

center c and angle 0 given by 

^'L(^|cn, <t> n )  = ^exp ^-27ri J ^(r)L([i?0„](r - c„ - A„fe)|K) dr^ ^ . (3.20) 

The CFls of  Gaussian Signals  It is now easy to calculate the CFl of the signal 

since the signal model can be considered as a LB with only one lump. For the SKE 

tasks, circularly symmetric Gaussian signals are fixed at the centers of images, so 

we get the CFl of as 

'S'f.K) = exp (-27ri f  ((r )L , (T -  c,|a„<Ti,CT2)clrj (3.21) 

But for the SKS tasks with signal-location uncertainty, the centers of signals would 

be randomly chosen in the FOV, so we need to marginalize the signal over random 

signal centers to estimate the CFl of fg, i.e.. 

=  ( | e x p  ( ^ - 2 7 v i  J  ̂ { r ) L s { r  -  C s \ a s , ( T i , a 2 ) d r  (3.22) 
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Other uncertainties such as signal-shape uncertainty may be added to the above model 

by averaging 3.22 over random parameters of other uncertainties. 

3.5 Transformation of the CFls through Imaging Systems 

A complete description regarding how to transfer the CFl of the object model f 

through a noisy, discrete imaging system to arrive at the CF of the image data g is 

given by Barrett and Myers [6] and Clarkson et al. [18]. We will summarize their 

results below. 

3.5.1 The CF of the Noiseless Image 

For a hnear digital imaging system g = TYf + n, the mean image g for a fixed object 

f is given by [6] 

-g = m (3.23) 

and we call g the noiseless image or the mean image [18]. The CF of the mean image 

g is given by 

^g(p) = (exp(-27rip^g))_ 

= (exp (—27rzp'''7^f))j 

= (exp (-27rz('WV)^f))f (3.24) 

Thus we can write the CF of the mean image g in terms of the CFl of the object f as 

%(p) = (3.25) 

3.5.2 The CF of Noisy Images 

In order to consider more practical imaging systems, we need to incorporate mea

surement noise into the noiseless imaging system and derive the CF of noisy image 

data g = Tii -|- n, which accounts for both object variability and noise. If noise n is 
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independent of the object f being imaged, we can write the CF of the image vector 

g as follows [6]: 

^g(p) = (exp(-27rzp^g))g 

= (exp(-27rzp^(M + n)))g 

= (exp(—27ri(?Y'^p)^f))j, ( exp(—27rzp^n))^ 

= (3.26) 

For example, i.i.d. Gaussian in 2.4 can be used as an independent noise model: 

pr(n) = [(27r)''^det(K)] ^-^^exp 
1 

n^K-^n = [27r(T^] exp 
n'n 

2(7^ 
(3.27) 

and the CF of the Gaussian noise with covariance K = 2(7^1 is given by 

^n(p) = exp(-27r p Kp) = exp(-47r cr^p'p) (3.28) 

because the CF of Gaussian is Gaussian as well. In the case of Poisson noise, then 

the probability of g is conditional on the mean image g given by 

M 
n9m 

(3.29) 
771=1 9m-

where is the mth component of the M-dimensional vector g. The overall prob

ability of the noisy image data g can then be obtained by averaging over the mean 

image g [18], 

P r { g )  =  J  d g  Pr { g \ g )  pr { g )  

/

m  

dgpr(g) exp( 
777=1 

pgm 
— \  cfm 

By definition, the CF of the noisy image data g is, 

(3.30) 

^g(p) = (exp(-27rip^g)) 

^ exp (^-27ri^^^^p„^„)pr(g), (3.31) 
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where indicates a sum over all components of g from 0 to oo, 

OO OO OO 

= (332) 
31=0 52=0 gM=0 

By replacing pr(g) in 3.31 with 3.30, we get 

= exp(-27rzj^ Pm^m) [ dgpr{t) exp(-^^)^, (3.33) 
V ^m=l J J  g^\  

We first rearrange terms in 3.33, second use the fact that exp [ln(^^)] = and the 

equality 3.32 in the rearranged expression, and then apply the Taylor expansion of 

exponential, 

/

M _g  ̂

d g p r { g )  exp(-g„ - 2'Kipmgm)^ 
® m=l 9m-

m  

d g p r { g )  J J  e x p { - g j  
oo exp(-27rzp^ + ln(^^)) 9m 

m=l 

m  

=  /  d g p r { g )  JJ exp [ - g ^  + exp(-27r?p„ + ln(c/^))]. (3.34) 
m=l 

Then, using exp [ln(g'^)] = g^ in 3.34, we arrive at 

/

m  

dgpr{t)  N + 9m exp(-27rip„)]. (3.35) 
m=l 

We can relate 3.35 to the CF of the mean image g given in 3.24 by defining a 

nonlinear operator r(-) using the following equation for each component m [18], 

ir(p)l.„ = (3.36) 

Note that the range of r(-) is a vector space. Then the CF of the noisy image g is 

related to the noiseless CF of the mean image g as follows: 

/

m  

dgpr{t)  n  [r(p)]„) 
m=l 

= J c^gpr(g)exp (-27rzr(p)^g) 

= (exp (-27rzr(p)^g))_ 

= %im) (3.37) 
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And the CF of the mean image g is previously related to the CFl of the object f in 

3.25, namely, 

<Pi(r(p)) = VP, [H'r(p)]. (3.38) 

Prom equations 3.37 and 3.38, the CF of the noisy image g can be written in terms 

of the CFl of the object f with use of the CD operator H and the nonlinear operator 

to represent Poisson noise, r(-); 

<P,(p) = >f, [W'r(p)] (3,39) 

As we know the analytic forms of the CFl of our object model, we can determine 

the CF of the noisy image data g with good use of 1-0 and with or without r(-) 

depending on what kind of n we use. 

3.5.3 The CFs of Image Data under Both Hypotheses 

To derive the CFs of signal-absent and signal-present image data, we let f = f(, and 

f = fft -|- fs, respectively, for the signal-absent or signal-present object in either 3.26 

or 3.39, depending on the kind of the measurement noise. Then g = T-ii^ 4- n, where 

g = Hib-, and g = Hh + Hig + n, where g = TYfb + Tif^, respectively, for the signal-

absent and signal-present image data. We have assumed that f(, and are statistically 

independent of each other. 

When n is Gaussian noise, the CFs of the image data g are obtained by substi

tuting f with ffc or ffc -I- in 3.26. They are 

^g(p) = ^f6(^V)'I'n(p|K) (3.40) 

and 

<I'g(p) = 4'f.+f.(WV)'I'„(p|K). (3.41) 

respectively, for the signal-absent and signal-present image data. The expression 3.41 

uses the linearity of the expectation for the signal-present image data since f;, and 
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are statistically independent of each other. We arrive at the final form, that is, 

= (exp(-27ri(7^V)^(fb + f5)))f6+f. (3.42) 

= {exp{-2'Ki{n^ p)^fb))f^{exp{-27ri{n^ p)''Q){^ (3.43) 

= (3.44) 

For Poisson noise, given from 3.39, the CFs of g are 

®g(p) = l-t [W'r(p)] (3.45) 

and 

4'g(p) = ft+r, [Htr{p)] , (3.46) 

respectively, for the signal-absent and signal-present image data. To learn the final 

form for the CFl of the signal-present object, we first consider a noiseless 

signal-present image g = H f b  + Ti-fs-  We know that because f t ,  and are statistically 

independent of each other, the PDF of the mean image g is a convolution of the PDFs 

of b and s given by [22] 

prgit) = prb{Ti-ib) * prs{7ifs), (3.47) 

where prg{-), prb(-), and prs{-) are the PDFs of g, b, and s. Then the Fourier 

convolution theorem applied to the above equation 3.47 yields 

*r(P) = [W'(P)] "I-t. [H \p ) ]  (3.48) 

and hence 

4'i(r(p)) = [Htr(p)] 4;,. [w*r(p)]. (3.49) 

From 3.37 and 3.49, the CF of the signal-present noisy image date is given by 

l'g(p) = l-ft [w'r(p)] "Pr. [W'r(p)] . (3.50) 
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CHAPTER 4 

IDEAL OBSERVER AND SIGNAL DETECTION 

4.1 Likelihood Ratio for Lumpy Backgrounds and Random 
Signals 

As we have seen earher, the ideal observer computes the likelihood ratio as its test 

statistic, and the likelihood ratio is defined as 

^ P^(s|gi) (4 1) 

where p r {g \ H j )  are the PDFs of the image data g under both the hypotheses H j , j  = 

0,1; signal-absent and signal-present. The likelihood ratio is the optimal discriminant 

function by definition, so it maximizes the TPF point at any FPF point and hence 

maximizes the AUG. Therefore, the AUG for the ideal observer gives a measure of 

image quality and is used as a standard measure against which other observers are 

compared. 

Therefore the problem of estimating the ideal observer test statistic has drawn 

considerable interest from the medical imaging community. However, in order to 

facilitate the computation of the ideal observer, backgrounds that had been used were 

too simplified to characterize realistic and complicated features in clinical images. 

As we consider the randomness of the background and the signal, the computation 

of the likehhood ratio in 4.1 becomes difficult. Because the background and the signal 

are random, we need to marginalize the conditional probabilities of the given data 

over the random background and the random signal as follows: 

N ((pr(g|b,s,ij'i))b) s  f  dh J dspr{g\h,s ,Hi)pr{h)pr{s)  

^  (pr(gjh,  Ho)}h f  dh'pr(glh' ,Ho)pr(b')  

Then the numerator and the denominator in 4.2 are high-dimensional integrals. 

Using the above form, we can estimate the likelihood ratio by calculating two 

integrals. Furthermore, due to the spiky shape of the integrand in the denominator 
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and hence a small value of the denominator, it is difficult to calculate the denominator 

accurately and a small bias in an estimate of the denominator would result in a largely 

inaccurate estimate of the likelihood ratio. Alternatively, we can employ the form for 

the likelihood ratio given in 2.86, which requires the computation of only one integral, 

A(g) = J J dhABSKE{g\^,s)pr{h\g,Ho)pr{s), (4.3) 

where ABSKE IS the likelihood ratio where the background and the signal are known 

exactly given by 

ABSKE(g b,s) — f  \u  u  \  • (4-4) 
pr(g|b,//o) 

The first way to reduce the high dimensionality of the integrals in the likelihood 

ratio is to take advantage of our knowledge of the background and signal models in 

3.1 and 3.7. We have defined two parameter vectors 6 and a: 

e = {A^,C I, C 2 ,  .  .  .  , C A r }  (4.5) 

ot C {C^, 0,(71,0-2} , (4.6) 

respectively, for the LB model and the signal model. The LB background, b and the 

signal, s, are fully characterized, respectively, by the parameter vectors 6 and a, and 

b and s are statistically independent of each other. 

Thus, we can write another form for 4.3 that may be used to estimate the likelihood 

ratio in 4.2 using the parameter vectors 6 and ct. To use a standard method of 

transforming density functions given by 

pr {h \g ,Ho)  =  J  dOS'^ ih-h{0 ) )pr {9 \g ,Ho)  (4.7) 

and 

pr { s )  =  J  doc  { s  — s {cx ) )  p r {a . )  (4.8) 

leaves us an alternative form of the likelihood ratio using the parameter vectors as 
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follows: 

A(g)  =  J J c^bABSKE(g|b,s)pr(b|g, ifo)pr(s) 

= j ds J dh J da J (i0 ABSKE(g|b, s) 

X S^(s — s(a)) i5^(b — h { 9 ) )  pr{ 9 \ g ,  H o )pr{ c x )  

= J doi J dO ABSKE{s\HO),s{a))pr{e\g,  Ho)pr{cx) ,  (4.9) 

where ABSKE IS the likelihood ratio in the cases where the background and the signal 

are known exactly; it's given by 

The first posterior density in 4.9 is given by 

J depr{g \h{e ) ,Ho)pr{e ) 
and the second posterior density, pr{oc),  is determined based on the kind of tasks. 

The likelihood ratio 4.9 is the posterior mean of ABSKE and we know very well how 

to compute ABSKE from Poisson measurement noise, that is given in chapter 2. 

The next way to reduce the high dimensionality of the integrals that need to be 

estimated in the likelihood ratio is to use MCMC techniques [27]. MCMC techniques 

have been developed for estimating the likelihood ratio of the high-dimensional inte

grals more efficiently in SKE-detection tasks by Kupinski et al.[29] and extended for 

SKS-detection tasks by Park et al.[37]. We will summarize the MCMC techniques 

below. 

4.2 Markov-chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques 

4.2.1 Monte Carlo integration 

Suppose that we wish to compute the following integral 

I  = [  dxf{x)pr{x) ,  (4-12) 
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where pr{x)  is the PDF of a random variable x and f{x)  is a continuous function 

of X. One way to estimate I is to use the method of Monte Carlo (MC) integration. 

The method of MC integration uses samples Xk chosen from pr{x) and calculates an 

estimate I of I given by [27] 

• = (•'•IS) 
k=l 

In fact, the integral in 4.12 is the expectation of f { x )  with respect to pr{x)  and I in 

4.13 is an unbiased estimate of this expectation. 

To estimate the posterior mean of ABSKE given in 4.9, we would ideally use the 

method of MC integration as described above, that is, 

A(g) = 7Xl^BSKE[g|b(0(^)),s(a(^))], (4.14) 
i= i  

where the samples and are chosen from pr{6\g,  Ho)pr{a).  However it 

is difficult to sample images directly from pr{d\g,  Ho)pr{a) because pr{0\g,  Ho)pr{a) 

is not usually known. In our work, it is known but is difficult to estimate accurately 

due to the spiky shape of the integrand of the denominator. For the same reason 

mentioned earlier for the computation of the hkelihood ratio using the first form of 

the likelihood ratio given in 4.2, a small error in an estimate of the denominator 

in the posterior density would result in a huge error in an estimate of the posterior 

density given in 4.11. To overcome this difficulty, i.e., avoid the direct computation of 

the posterior density, the MCMC techniques, in particular, the Metropolis-Hastings 

algorithm with appropriate proposal densities for pr{6\g, Ho)pr{a) [27, 29, 37], have 

been employed. These techniques allow us to define proposal densities, from which 

we choose sample images, i.e. sample parameter vectors that fully characterize the 

background and the signal, to estimate the likelihood ratio given in 4.9. In contrast 

to the form 4.2, using the form 4.9 along with the MCMC techniques will enable 

us to calculate only one integral to estimate the likelihood ratio without having to 

calculate the denominator of the posterior density given in 4.11. 
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4.2.2 Markov-chain Monte Carlo 

To understand the MCMC techniques, first of all, we need to mention the following. 

Since the parameter vectors 6 and a fully characterize the LB and the signal models, 

sampling images is equivalent to sampling these two parameter vectors provided that 

the same models of imaging systems and measurement noise are used for both the 

cases. 

Second, we want to construct a Markov chain with the posterior pr{9\g,  Ho)pr(cx)  

given in 4.9 as the stationary density of the chain. The chain of sample images, or 

equivalently, the elements in the chain of sample parameter vectors, 

, ( e« ,aW) , . . . }  (4J5)  

are chosen recursively from some proposal densities, say, and gs(o:|Q:'^') 

and accepted or rejected based on a criteria that uses the posterior. The chain of 

these sample parameter vectors will gradually forget their initial state and follow a 

unique stationary density pr(0\g, Ho)pr{a) as the length of the Markov chain in

creases. After a sufficiently long burn-in of m sample parameter vectors, 

will be approximately dependent sample vectors chosen from pr{0\g,  Ho)pr{cx)  and 

the likelihood ratio given in 4.9 is estimated as 

1 ^ 
He,)=j ABSKE[g|b(0^^^),s(a(^))]. (4.16) 

j=m+l 

Note that the burn-in of the first m sample vectors are not included in this estimation. 

Because s and b are statistically independent, we can design our proposal densities 

for pr(0|g, Ho) andp(Q!) independently. We choose a proposal density 

for our Markov chain where and gs(a|a^®^) are proposal densities, respec

tively, for pr{9\g,  Ho) and pr{a),  and choose an initial parameter vector 

Given we draw a sample vector [9,  a)  from the proposal densit ies qh(9\9^'^^)  

and gs(Q:|Q;'^®^). The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm accepts or rejects the sample with 
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acceptance probability: 

pr(0|g, Ho)pr{a) 
r((6'W, Q;W), (0, a)) = min I 1, 

pr{0^'^\g,  Ho)pr{cx(^)^ 

(4.17) 

If (6, a) is rejected, If (0, d) is accepted, then we add 

{ 6 ,  d i )  in our Markov chain as and repeat the same procedure to obtain 

the next parameter vector 

When the proposal densities and qs are symmetric, that is, 

gs(a|a(')) = qs{a'^'^\a) (4.18) 

qUG\0^'^) = (4.19) 

this results in a cancellation of the proposal densities in the ratio in 4.17. The 

acceptance probability becomes 

and hence symmetric proposal densities facilitate the computation of the acceptance 

probability. The algorithm is then called the Metropolis algorithm. 

To design a proposal density for the signal qs{oc\ct^ '^^) ,  we use uniform distributions 

for choosing angles of rotation 6 from 0 to 27r, widths of signals ai and (72 from a 

to b, and locations c in images g. Then gs(a|a*^')) = pr{o!.), where pr{a) is the 

probability distribution of the parameter vector ex. For SKS tasks with signal-location 

uncertainty, gs(a|a^'^) = where M is the number of pixels in the image vector g. 

For SKS tasks with signal-shape uncertainty, 5s(q:|q:^^^) = 27r(fe-a)3' where the angle of 

rotation for the SKS signal, 0, is a random variable from [0,2?:] and ui and U2 follow 

a uniform distribution on [a, 6], see the signal model 3.7. For SKS tasks with both 

uncertainties, gs(a|a('^) = 2n{b~ayM-

To make a proposal density for the background gb(^|^^'^) symmetric [29], the 

proposal density is designed on a matrix $, i.e., gb(^|^^®^)- The matrix $ is designed 
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so that 6 can be written as a function of i.e., 6 = 0($). The matrix $ does not 

represent every possible 9 by 0($) but the states b not achievable with $ are those 

for which pr{h\g, Hq) is zero, i.e., beyond computer precision. This matrix consists 

of a binary column vector /3 of dimension N'{= 100 x N) followed by a list of centers 

of dimension x 2 for a 2D LB, 

$ = Pi P2 • • • Pn' 
Ci C2 • • • Cat/ 

(4.21) 

where /3 = (/3i, /32, •" • ) Pn'Y, the centers c„ are row vectors, and N is the number of 

the lumps in the given image g. In generating realizations of the LB to construct a 

Markov chain, the lumps are removed or added by flipping /3s (i.e., a 1 to a 0 or a 0 

to a 1) with probability rj. The mapping function 0($) is defined as 

0($) = {c„ : (4.22) 

and this consists of the centers of all the lumps in the background. The proposal 

density is sampled by first flipping each of the binary numbers /3„ with 

probability 77. Then one center that is turned on (i.e., /3„ == 1) in both $ and 

is randomly chosen and the position of this center is randomly shifted by sampling 

an isotropic Gaussian distribution with a fixed width. The flipping of /3„ allows to 

remove or add lumps, and the shifting of one of the centers allows us to make a small 

change to a given lump. The number of lumps N' is fixed but it is much larger than 

the number of lumps N that is used to generate the image g. The probability of 

accepting N' lumps is beyond the floating-point range of computers. 

The proposal density is given by 

Qb(6>($)|0($('))) =77^(1-77)^'-^ (4.23) 

i:/3j=/3j = l 

where / is the number of /3s that are flipped from to $ given by / = \Pi — Pi\, 

C is the number of terms in the sum in 4.23 given by C = G{-) is a symmetric 

Gaussian. For 2 D  LBs, 5(c_j — c^j) is a (2C — 2)-dimensional Dirac delta function 
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where c_j is a concatenation of all the center vectors Cj satisfying Pi = l3i — 1, except 

Cj i tself .  The symmetry of follows from the symmetry of the / ,  C, 

S{c-j — c_j), and G{cj — Cj) regarded as functions of and 

We can write pr{9\g,  Ho)pr{a.)  using Bayes' rule in equation 4.11, and cancel 

the denominators in 4.11 to form the ratio given in 4.17. This leaves an expression 

that we can compute exactly from a given noise model and object model. That is, 

since the proposal densities are symmetric and the denominators of pr{6\g, Hq) and 

are the same as given in 4.11, we can rewrite the ratio in 4.20 into a 

computationally simpler one, 

pr{g\h{e) ,  Ho)pr{e)  

pr (g |b (0W)^  

by cancehng pr(cx.)  and the denominators in 4.11. The denominator and the numer

ator of the ratio 4.24 are determined by the known distributions. 

If Poisson measurement noise in 2.5 is used, 

pr(g\h{e) ,Ho)pr{e)  = pr{g\h{e) ,  Ho)pr{N)pr { { C n } )  

bmioy-

(4.25) 

n 
.m=l 

exp -bm{e)  

9m-

exp 
i t f N '  

-N ^  
N\ 

N\ 

If Gaussian noise in 2.4 is used. 

(4.26) 
r irpNl '  m '  

_ 
m  _M^_ 

pr(g\h(e) ,Ho)pr(0)  = pr(s\h(0) ,  Ho)pr{N)pr({Cn}) 

exp-^(g  -  b)*K-^(g  -  b)  

The probability for the center vector c„ is the probability of choosing N signal loca

tions out of M locations in the FOV, so that pr(c„) = Since N follows a Poisson 

distribution with mean N, pr{N) = exp~^ 

Simulation studies have been done to show how the ideal observer performs signal-

detection tasks using these MCMC techniques, and the results will be discussed in 

section 4.4. 
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4.3 Consistency Checks for the MCMC techniques 

The MCMC schemes include randomness in the sense that any estimate of the like-

hhood ratio depends on the choice of random seed for a Markov chain, the length of 

each Markov chain, random proposals, and random acceptances. Also, a sample size 

of random images chosen for the tasks contributes to the randomness of the MCMC 

schemes. Thus, estimates of the likelihood ratio are random variables and hence so 

are estimates of the AUC. 

We would like to check if these estimates of the likelihood ratio and AUC are 

at least consistent. To see if the estimates of the likelihood ratio and the AUC are 

consistent, the variance and the bias are to be checked. The variance of the estimates 

of the AUC can be estimated by standard methods that repeat the computation of 

the AUC. The bias is not provided with any standard methods and some consistency 

checks will be considered to see the bias of the estimates of the likelihood ratio and 

the AUC. 

We can also check if the estimates of the likelihood ratio satisfy the known proper

ties of the likelihood ratio. If the estimates fail to satisfy these checks, we know that 

we should increase the sample size and the length of the Markov chains at least. If the 

estimates satisfy these checks, we know that we are at least estimating a likelihood 

ratio although there has not been a way to check if MCMC schemes really estimate 

the true likelihood ratio and hence the true AUC [19]. 

4.3.1 Variance of estimates of the AUC 

A common way to see if the MCMC techniques generate consistent estimates is, for a 

given ensemble of images, to run an experiment repeatedly with a number of different 

random-number seeds estimating a number of estimates of each likelihood ratio for 

each image, and compute a number of estimates of AUCs and a sample variance 

of the estimates of the AUC [27]. This way, the Markov chains progress differently 
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and the sample variance measures variability in the estimates of the AUG. It the 

sample variance is small enough, we would know that the MCMG techniques gives 

consistent AUG values of the ideal observer at least within the estimated variance. 

Standard resampling methods such as bootstrap can also be used to refine the variance 

estimates. 

4.3.2 Bias of the estimates of the likelihood ratio and the AUG 

To check the bias of our estimates, a number of bounds and relations on the ideal-

observer AUG have been developed [17]. 

Moment-and Likel ihood-Generating Functions As mentioned before, A denotes the 

ideal observer test statistic and A has the following relation [5] 

A = (4 27) 

The moment-generating function for A under the hypothesis H q  is given by [5] 
noo 

M o { ( 3 ) =  dAA^pr{A\Ho) = {A^)o (4.28) 
Jo 

and it follows M q { Q )  —  Mi(l) = 1 from 4.27 and 4.28. Further, 

= ((logAj^A"), > 0. (4.29) 

Thus the plot of Mo(/3) must go through unity at /3 = 0 and f i  — 1  and it is concave 

upward [5]. 

The likelihood-generating function G{l3) is defined as follows [5] 

Mo(/?) = exp[/3(/3 - l )G{(5 -  ̂)] (4.30) 

and we can write G{f3) with respect to Mo{P)' .  

G ( P )  = t/" • (4-31) 

The estimates of the likelihood ratio are to be checked to satisfy the mentioned 

properties for 4.28 and 4.29. If the estimates of the likelihood were to be consistent, 

we would expect them to satisfy the conditions on Mo{P). 
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Bounds on the AUC for the ideal  observer A number of bounds on the AUG for 

the ideal observer are derived by Clarkson [17]: 

The estimates of the AUC are to be checked to satisfy these bounds in 4.34. If 

these properties and bounds are satisfied by the estimates of the hkehhood ratio 

and the AUC, we may at least say that the MCMC technique generates consistent 

estimates in terms of these properties and bounds. 

4.4 Simulations and Results 

For our simulations, the LB model is used for background uncertainty. To model 

randomness in signals, i.e., signal-known-statistically (SKS) signals, circularly sym

metric Gaussian signals with random locations for location uncertainty (SKS-LU), 

elliptical Gaussian signals for shape uncertainty (SKS-SU), and both for shape and 

location uncertainty (SKS-SLU) are considered. For the SKS-LU cases, shapes of 

signals are fixed as circularly symmetric Gaussians, i.e., 6 and ai{— (72) are fixed, 

and the locations of the signals are randomly chosen from a uniform distribution. 

For the SKS-SU cases, signals are fixed at the center of backgrounds and we choose 

the shapes of signals by uniform distributions, i.e., c is fixed, and 9, CTI and a2 are 

random. For the SKS-SLU cases, the locations and shapes of signals are randomly 

chosen as discussed earlier. In all cases, there is either 0 or 1 signal in an image. 

The likelihood ratio for 100 pairs of signal-absent and signal-present images is esti

mated using the MCMC techniques for each imaging system under various paradigms 

lnl2(l - AUCA)] > -jGlO) - I[4G(0) - IG"(0)]5 (4.32) 

and 

lnl2(l - AUCA)| < - jGp). (4.33) 

It follows from these bounds on the AUC of the ideal observer that 
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of background and signal uncertainties as follows. 200 Markov chains are constructed 

corresponding to each 100 pairs of the images and 200 corresponding likelihood ratios 

A(g) are estimated. An estimate of the AUG along with a sample variance of the 

estimated AUG is calculated, which would tell how well the ideal observer performs 

detection tasks. For each image, we generated 150,000 iterations of the Markov chain. 

For each calculation, the first 500 iterations are ignored for burn-in, and the ABSKE(') 

of the remaining 149,500 iterations are used to compute the likelihood ratios. The 

likelihood ratios were computed with 5 different random-number seeds to estimate 

each AUG's sample variance. 

ROG analysis with LABR0G4 [33] and PROPROG [34] software has been used 

to generate the estimates of the AUG to rank the three imaging systems based on 

ideal-observer performance. All the estimated AUGs in Figures are shown with their 

sample standard deviations. 

For the LB, we use a(, = 1 and S f ,  =  7  for the magnitude and the width of the lump 

function given in 3.2. To indicate various tasks, we use the notation BU(a), LU(a), 

and SU(a), respectively, for SKE tasks, SKS tasks with signal-location uncertainty, 

and SKS tasks with signal-shape uncertainty,  where the widths of the signal are a.  

SLU(a, b) is used for SKS tasks with both signal-location and shape uncertainty, 

where the widths of the signal range from a to b.  

Figure 4.1 (a) presents the comparison of ideal-observer performance on the BU(3) 

and LU(3) tasks while Figure 4.1 (b) does on the BU(9) and LU(9) tasks. For BU(3) 

and LU(3), the widths of the signal are 3 and the widths of the signal are 9 for BU(9) 

and LU(9). For both the signal widths, when signal-location uncertainty is added to 

the signal model, the performance of the ideal observer degrades as expected. 

Figure 4.1 shows that the performance of the ideal observer is higher when the 

width of the signal is smaller than the width of the lump, that is, the ideal observer 

detects the signal better when the signal is smaller than the lumps in the LB back

ground than when the signal is bigger than the lumps. 
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In Figure 4.1 (a), the rankings seem to remain the same for both BU(3) and LU(3) 

but the performance of the ideal observer degrades on LU(3) too badly to significantly 

indicate how the ranking changes between the imaging systems when signal-location 

uncertainty is added to the background. Therefore we increased signal magnitude 

(from as = 0.1 to = 0.6 for BU(3) and = 1.2 for LU(3)) to see the rankings 

between the three imaging systems on BU(3) and LU(3), see Figure 4.2. Figure 

4.2 clearly shows that the rankings for LU(3) remain the same as for BU(3) when 

signal-location uncertainty is added to the signal model. 

Figure 4.3 shows a plot of Mo{f3) in 4.28 for a consistency check on the SU(3,5) 

tasks using the imaging system A. The value of Mo(/3) at /3 = 1 is 1.0449 ±0.1508, 

which is supposed to be one in theory. Using 4.34, the lower and upper bounds for 

the AUG are estimated and they are 0.7346 ±0.0141 and 0.9092 ±0.0051. As shown 

in Figure 4.4 (a), the mean of the MCMC estimates of the AUC on SU(3,5) for A 

is 0.8401 ±0.0161 and this mean lies between these bounds. These results indicate 

that the MCMC methods calculate consistent estimates of the likelihood ratio and 

the AUC for the SU(3,5) tasks. 

The comparison of ideal-observer performance on the SU(3,5) and SU(6,8) tasks 

is presented in Figure 4.4 (a). The performance of the deal observer degrades on 

SU(6,8) when the size of a signal in each background is closer to the size of lumps 

compared to SU(3,5). Figure 4.4 (b) shows the results of ideal-observer performance 

when signal-location uncertainty is added to the SU(3,5) and SU(6,8) tasks. As 

shown in Figure 4.4 (b), when signal-location uncertainty is added, the performance 

of the ideal observer degrades significantly on SLU(3,5) and SLU(6,8), respectively, 

compared to SU(3,5) and SU(6,8) in Figure 4.4 (a). The performance results in 4.4 

(b) do not reveal the rankings between the different imaging systems because the 

signal magnitude is as weak as other tasks, and these tasks, SLU(3,5) and SLU(6,8), 

are more difficult than others since they contain both shape and location uncertainties 

for the signal model. 
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FIGURE 4.1. (a) AUCs for A,B and C on BU(3) and LU(3) with OG = 0.1. (b) AUCs 
for A,B and C on BU(9) and LU(9) with ag = 0.1. The sohd hnes correspond to BU 
and the dashed hnes correspond to LU. 
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FIGURE 4.2. Ideal observer AUCs for A,B and C on BU(3) with OG = 0.6 and on 
LU(3) with Qs = 1.2. The sohd and dashed hnes correspond to BU(3) and LU(3). 
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FIGURE 4.3. A Mo(/5) curve for a consistency check for A on SU(3, 5) 
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FIGURE 4.4. (a) AUCs for A,B,and C on SU(3, 5) and SU(6,8) with OG = 0.1. (b) 
AUCs for A,B,and C on SLU(3,5) and SLU(6, 8) with ag = 0.1. The sohd hnes 
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FIGURE 4.5. Sample mean and standard deviations of estimates of the hkehhood 
ratios of 50 signal-absent images each for BU(3) in (a) and for LU(3) in (b). The 
system A is used for both BU(3) and LU(3). The Likelihood ratios are ordered by 
increasing values of A. 
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Figure 4.5 presents sample mean and standard deviations of estimates of the 

likehhood ratios for 50 signal-absent images used each for the BU(3) and LU(3) 

tasks. The sample standard deviations do not appear to increase when signal-location 

uncertainty is added to the SKE tasks. In other words, the convergence of the MCMC 

methods does not become poorer when signal-location uncertainty is added to the 

SKE tasks. Thus the MCMC methods do not underestimate or overestimate the 

performance of the ideal observer for the SKS tasks with location uncertainty more 

than for the SKE tasks. 

We extend our experiments to a full range of signal intensities for SKE and SKS 

tasks to compare the human observer to model observers, in particular, the Bayesian 

ideal observer. These experiments will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 

PSYCHOPHYSICAL EXPERIMENTS IN LUMPY 
BACKGROUNDS AND RANDOM SIGNALS 

In principle, human observers could be used to perform signal-detection tasks for 

system design or optimization. However, having human observers perform the tasks is 

too time-consuming for system design or optimization in practice. A good alternative 

is to use model observers such as Hotelling observers or ideal observers. The CHO 

using Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) channels has been shown to well approximate the 

Hotelling observer in terms of the SNR [24] when LBs and circularly symmetric signals 

are used for object variability. We will call this kind of CHO an efficient CHO (eCHO), 

since LG channels are used as efficient channels for the CHO to approximate the 

Hotelling observer. Other channels such as difference-of-Gaussian (DOG) and Gabor 

channels are used for a CHO to model the human observer. This kind of CHO is often 

called an anthropomorphic CHO (aCHO). The Bayesian ideal observer is optimal 

among all the observers, because it makes use of all the statistical information of the 

image data, and sets an upper limit on the performance of any observer on the task. 

Thus, the ideal observer gives a measure of the quality of image data. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, Kupinski et al.[29] have developed the 

MCMC methods for estimating the likelihood ratio with random backgrounds and 

fixed Gaussian signals. Park et al. [37] have extended MCMC methods to the cases 

where both backgrounds and signals are random. In these works, the LB object 

model, which was proposed by Rolland [45], was used for background uncertainty. 

As Barrett et al. [4] mentioned in their work, the LB object model may accurately 

capture important features of real anatomical backgrounds at least for simple signal-

detection tasks, see Figure 3.2. Thus the LB object may still be a good choice for a 

random background although more realistic and anatomical backgrounds are desired. 
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Human observers are inefficient, so they are unable to perform the detection tasks 

as well as the ideal observer. One source of human inefficiency is intrinsic uncertainty 

[6]. Intrinsic uncertainty about signal characteristics such as intensity, location, and 

size may contribute to the degradation of the detection performance of the human ob

server from that of the ideal observer. Pelli [40] studied uncertainty that explains the 

human-observer detection of contrast-defined signals. Moreover, it has been shown 

that the detection performance of the human observer is affected by inherent location 

uncertainty in the human visual system. Swensson and Judy [49] used an extreme de

tector model for detecting spatially uncertain signals in noisy backgrounds in order to 

predict the performance degradation of the human observer for both signal-detection 

and localization tasks by increasing the number of possible signal locations. Man-

jeshwar and Wilson [31] studied the effect of inherent location uncertainty on the 

detection of stationary targets in noisy images. Their studies showed that the detec

tion performance of the human observer is degraded by inherent location uncertainty 

even in the SKE case in simphfied backgrounds. That is, human observers act as 

if they are uncertain about the physical characteristics of the signal to be detected 

when the signal is exactly known. When a marker was added around the signal, the 

detection performance of the human observer improved by as much as 77%. 

A detectability index and an efficiency expression were proposed by Tanner and 

Birdsall [50] as measures of observer performance. Human-observer detectability tells 

us how humans perform on detection tasks. The efficiency is defined as the squared 

ratio of the detectability of the human observer to that of a standard observer. We 

use the Bayesian ideal observer as our standard observer since the ideal observer has 

the best achievable performance. The knowledge of the human-observer efficiency 

relative to the ideal observer is useful for system optimization because the efficiency 

reveals how much improvement is available to reach the best achievable performance. 

Human efficiency also tells us how much room we have available to develop and 

improve machine observers, which may be used for computer-aided diagnosis (CAD) 
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in the future. Therefore we are interested in measuring the efficiency of the human 

observer for performing signal-detection tasks. 

Burgess et al. [11] measured human efficiency relative to the ideal observer for 

detecting a SKE signal in spatially uncorrelated Gaussian noise. Burgess and Ghan-

deharian [12] conducted M-alternative forced-choice experiments using simple visual 

signals in uncorrelated image noise to calculate human efficiency under signal-location 

uncertainty and found that human efficiency is 50% for aperiodic signals. However, 

in these experiments, the backgrounds and signals were simplified in order to com

pute ideal-observer performance. More recently. Burgess et al. [13] simulated image 

backgrounds with two-component noise, i.e., a background was generated by low-pass 

filtering of zero-mean Gaussian noise to simulate a statistically defined background, 

and then a component of white Gaussian noise was added to the resulting back

ground to simulate image noise. Human-observer detectabilities of aperiodic signals 

compared to those of various model observers including the Bayesian ideal observer 

were measured. The noise and the background used in their experiments were both 

independent stationary Gaussian random processes and hence the sum of the noise 

and the background was also stationary Gaussian. This results in a linear Bayesian 

ideal observer for their experiments. Burgess et al. [14] measured human efficiency 

using the same types of LBs with power-law noise when the signal size was varied, 

and the signal contrast giving 90% correct responses for their 2AFC experiments was 

used. The average human efficiency relative to the ideal observer was about 40%. 

Burgess et al. [14] also considered M statistically independent locations for multiple-

alternative forced-choice (MAFC) experiments and found that human efficiency for 

the MAFC experiments was about the same as for the 2AFC experiments. Bochud 

et al.[10] did similar MAFC experiments to consider signal-location uncertainty as 

Burgess et al. [14] did and obtained similar results. Bochud et al. also discussed how 

to define M statistically independent locations more effectively by considering human 

perception of background characteristics. 
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By contrast, we generate the LB object with a Poisson random process and add 

Poisson measurement noise. Therefore the LB for our studies may be non-Gaussian, 

so the ideal observer uses a nonlinear decision procedure [6]. For our experiments, 

we focus on 2AFC signal-detection tasks. As mentioned earlier, a 2AFC task gives 

an observer two stimuli, i.e., signal-absent and signal-present images, and forces the 

observer to identify which image has a signal [41]. We compare SKS tasks, where 

both the background and signal-location are random to SKE tasks, where the signal 

is fixed and only the background is random. For our SKS tasks to consider signal-

location uncertainty, signal locations are not statistically independent of each other. 

We use the three simplified pinhole imaging systems in nuclear medicine, see equation 

2.9 and Table 2.L We use the LB model as our object to be imaged by these systems 

to generate the image data for our studies. We shall see how observers rank these 

different imaging systems. 

The MCMC methods enable us to compare the performance of the human observer 

and the eCHO to the ideal observer and hence to quantify the efficiencies of the human 

observer and the eCHO on signal-detection tasks using LBs and random signals. For 

the comparison of observer performance, we conduct 2AFC psychophysical studies 

to obtain human-observer performance and employ MCMC methods to estimate the 

performance of the ideal observer for doing the 2AFC detection tasks. The eCHOs 

are implemented using LG channels. We use a common figure of merit, the AUG, 

which is an overall figure of merit without choosing a decision threshold. For 2AFG 

psychophysical studies, the AUG is the fraction of correct decisions. For the eCHO, 

the SNR is calculated as discussed in chapter 1 and the AUG can be estimated from 

the SNR via 2.21. We measure the human and eCHO efficiencies relative to the ideal 

observer in the SKE tasks as well as the SKS tasks with location uncertainty. 
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FIGURE 5.1. A 2AFC signal-detection task 

5.1 Psychophysical Experiments 

5.1.1 Psychophysics Procedure 

We have completed psychophysical studies for human-observer performance on the 

2AFC signal-detection tasks, where signal and background uncertainties are present. 

We used a range of different signal intensities to fit psychometric functions for observer 

performance in the SKE and SKS cases. 

One case at each level of signal intensity consisted of three studies, one for each of 

the three different imaging systems. On the study for each imaging system, observers 

were presented with 200 pairs of signal-absent and signal-present images after 100 

trials of training. The lights were turned off in the room, where the experiments 

were performed, and a black background was used for the computer screen to reduce 

distractions for the observers. For each 2AFC detection task as shown in Figure 5.1, 

three images were presented. A signal alone was presented in the middle image to 

show what the signal looks hke. The other two images were random backgrounds 

with or without a signal, and the signal-present image was randomly on the left or 

right. 

The size of the images was 128 x 128 with a width of 35mm on the display 

by Matlab software. A Cornea 17-in. CT 1700 LCD monitor was used for display. 

Luminance was measured by a Minolta CS-100 telephotometer. The mean luminances 
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were 1.70 cd/-w?, 1.72 cd/w?, and 3.66 cd/vn?, respectively, for imaging systems A, 

B, and C. The relation between gray level and luminance was a sigmoid curve and 

our monitor was not linearized. Very low signal intensity may limit human contrast 

sensitivity due to the nearly-flat shape of the sigmoid curve. However, none of the 

signal intensity values that were used for our experiments were low enough to fall into 

the nearly-flat shape of the sigmoid curve. 

For the SKE cases, the signal is centered in the FOV, but for the SKS cases of 

signal-location uncertainty, the signal is not centered but randomly placed at one 

of 128^ locations in the FOV. The observers were asked to choose which image had 

the signal. The observers were allowed unlimited time to reach a decision, and the 

viewing distance was not constrained. 

Four observers participated in our studies, and none of them had any previous 

experience with 2AFC-detection experiments. To reduce an observer's performance 

variability, a training session of 100 trials was conducted before the 200 actual trials 

began in each study. In these training trials, the observer was shown the result of 

each trial. The fraction of the observer's correct responses was reported as well at 

the end of the trial session. 

5.1.2 A Figure of Merit for the Human-Observer Performance 

For the performance of the human observer, we measured the fraction of correct 

decisions in the 2AFC experiment. It can be shown that the fraction of correct 

decisions is an estimate of the AUG [6, 7], and this derivation is reviewed below. 

Prom the definition of the AUG and after manipulating the analytic form of the 

AUG, we get another form of the AUG given by [7] 

A[]C= f  d'^g f  d^g'pr{g\Ho)pr{g'\Hi)step[ e {g')  -  9(g)] (5.1) 
J oo J oo 

where 9{g) is a test statistic and two independent data vectors g and g' are drawn 

from Ho and Hi, respectively. 
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For the human observer, we may consider 9 { . )  as a nonhnear discriminant function 

in the human visual system. Through the 2AFC psychophysical studies, the observers 

internally compute the two test statistics (9(g) and 0{g') and they assign the data 

vector that gives the higher value to Hi. Their assignment is correct if 0{g') > 0(g). 

Therefore the fraction of correct decisions is given by 

which is the AUG by equation 5.1. 

5.2 Model Observers 

As discussed in chapter 4, the MGMC methods were employed to determine ideal-

observer performance. The Hotelling observer channelized to LG channels was also 

used as discussed in chapter 2. For the SKE tasks, s = s and Kg is a zero matrix. For 

the SKS tasks, s = (s)s and the third term TKgT^ in the expression 2.54 is the co-

variance matrix of channel outputs of the signal Sv, Ky^. For our 2AFC experiments, 

20 LG channels were used, i.e., T is a 20 x 128^ matrix for 128 x 128 images, and the 

channel outputs of 5000 training images were used to estimate the covariance matrix 

of channel outputs, Kv, for each imaging system. 

The eGHO performs poorly in detecting signals with location uncertainty. For the 

SKS tasks, the mean signal Sv in the equation 2.50 is an average of an ensemble of 

signals over random signal locations, so the mean signal would be constant in theory. 

In other words, the difference between the mean signal-present and signal-absent 

image data is independent of spatial locations, so that the eCHO template does not 

contain the information about where the signal is. This results in low performance of 

signal detection. 

An alternative way [26] may be employed to include signal-location uncertainty 

in the eGHO template. That is, an eGHO template for a SKE signal at each location 

Pr(correct) = Pr[0(g') > 0(g)] 

= pr(e\Ho)pr{^\H,)step[S{g!) - «(g)| 

(5^2) 

( 5 3 )  
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is used to scan all 128^ possible locations in the FOV for estimating the maximum 

linear discriminant tmax of all discriminants t over all the SKE signal locations. 

where Wv(s(r — ro)) is the eCHO template of a SKE signal at a location r = TQ. The 

tmax may be obtained at a location where the signal is most likely to be but it may 

also be obtained at a location when the lump density is high. In the former case, 

this scanning eCHO would perform detection tasks better than the eCHO described 

earlier. In the latter case, the scanning eCHO template takes that false location 

as the signal location even though the signal is not there, which may result in low 

performance of signal detection. The results of the scanning eCHO are included in 

Figure 5.5. 

5.3 Fitting Psychophysical functions 

5.3.1 Psychometric Functions 

A psychometric function describes how an observer's performance depends on some 

aspect of the physical stimulus. In our experiments, this aspect is signal intensity. We 

are interested in comparing the performance of the human observer and the eCHO to 

the ideal observer when we vary signal intensity. Comparing psychometric functions 

for the human observer and the eCHO relative to the ideal observer with respect 

to signal intensity is a reasonable way to compare their performance on the signal-

detection tasks. 

Plotting signal intensity versus observer performance gives a psychometric curve 

as long as enough data points for signal intensity and observer performance are pro

vided. However, it is not feasible to measure observer performance at all levels of 

signal intensity for a continuous psychometric function since it is too time consuming 

^max max tv(ro). max (5^4) 

(5.5) f v (ro) = wi(s(r - ro))v, 
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to repeat psychophysical experiments for a large number of signal intensity values. In 

practice, we can get only a small number of data points for both human-observer and 

ideal-observer performance. In order to fit psychometric functions with our experi

ment data using a small number of signal intensity values, we employ a maximum-

likehhood method proposed by Wichmann and Hill [53, 54]. We will summarize their 

curve-fitting method for our experiments briefly in the following subsection. 

5.3.2 Curve Fitting 

We define K as the number of signal intensities used in our experiments, x = 

as a vector of signal intensities, and n = and y = as vectors of the 

number n, of 2AFC trials and observer performance Ui, respectively, at each level of 

signal intensity as,i. The yi is the fraction of correct decisions for the 2AFC study 

using signal intensity 

To model the process underlying the experimental data and fit psychometric 

curves, we used the method of maximum-likelihood estimation (MLE) by Wichmann 

and Hill [53, 54]. They assume the number of correct decisions ytrii, given a sig

nal intensity Qg.i) to be the sum of random samples from a Bernoulli process with a 

probability of success pi. In order to specify the relationship between the underlying 

probability of a correct decision p and the signal intensity ag, a general form is used 

given by 

p = ip{as; a, /3,7, A) 7 -h (1 - A - 7)F(as; a, p),  (5.6) 

where ip{.)  is a function from R to R and F is typically a sigmoid function such as 

the Weibull, logistic, cumulative Gaussian, or Gumbel distribution [53]. 

The Function F ranges in [0,1]. The two parameters a and /3 of the function F 

determine the shape of the curve between the two bounds. We fix 7 as 0.5 for our 

2AFC detection experiments, which can be interpreted as the guess rate in the absence 

of a signal. The upper bound of the curve is 1 — A, which is the performance level 

for a large signal intensity. The parameter A reflects the rate of observers' incorrect 
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decisions regardless of signal intensity. 

In order to estimate the three parameters, we define Q, as {a, /?, A} and the likeli

hood function >C(Q;y) as the probability of having obtained y, given Q, i.e., 

logarithm is monotonic. The log-likelihood logC is maximized by using the multi

dimensional Nelder-Mead simplex search algorithm [53]. Bayesian priors VK(n) are 

introduced in order to avoid inappropriate values for A, such as a large A or a negative 

A. The case of a large A can be interpreted to imply that the observer makes a large 

proportion of incorrect decisions no matter how big the signal intensity, which means 

that the experiment was not performed properly [53]. A negative A means that an ob

server's performance can exceed 100% correct, which does not make sense. Bayesian 

priors provide a mechanism for constraining parameters within realistic ranges based 

on the experimenter's prior beliefs about the likelihood of particular values [53]. Fi

nally, the fitting process maximizes W(f2)£(Q; y) or logW + logC, rather than £(^7; y) 

or logC. In other words, this process finds the Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) estima-

For our experiments, we chose to use the Weibull function for F, since it has been 

widely used to fit psychometric curves throughout the literature [36, 43, 52]. The 

Weibull function is described by 

(5.7) 

The ML estimator Q of is the set of three parameters which makes C largest for 

all VL. The log-likelihood logC{Q,\y) is maximized by the same estimator Cl since the 

tor fl. 

0 < X < oo (5.8) 

and a prior W(fi) is used, given as [53] 

on [0, 0.05] 
otherwise . 

(5.9) 
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5.4 Observer Efficiency against the Ideal Observer 

To see how closely the human observer as well as the eCHO approximates the ideal 

observer in performance, we compare AUG or detectabihty values for these observers. 

But we may also use observer efficiency to measure the perceptual efficiency of the 

human observer as well as the efficiency of the eGHO relative to the ideal observer. 

The efficiency e of an observer is defined as the squared ratio of the detectabilities of 

that observer to the ideal observer [50, 11]: 

dAiideal)  

where is defined as in 2.21. 

5.5 Experiments Results 

Gaussian-distributed LBs have been extensively used in the literature and human 

efficiency for these LBs is well known [10, 13, 14]. Therefore, we focus on measuring 

human efficiency for non-Gaussian LBs in both SKE and SKS cases. But we also 

conducted a small study for Gaussian-distributed LBs to see how human efficiency 

may vary depending on types of image backgrounds. 

5.5.1 Non-Gaussian distributed LBs 

Non-Gaussian distributed LBs are used for both the SKE and SKS tasks. We use 

a = 1, s = 7, = 100 in the LB equation 3.2 and M = 128^ for M x 1 objects 

f, so the LB images with these parameters are not well approximated by correlated 

Gaussian noise (see Figure 5.2). Rotationally symmetric Gaussian signals are used. 

That is, for both the SKE and SKS tasks, we use fixed signal widths cri = C72 — 3 

and signal-location uncertainty is considered for the SKS tasks. A range of different 

signal intensities are used to fit psychometric curves of observer performance. 

(5.10) 



FIGURE 5.2. Grey-level histograms of three different lumpy backgrounds through 
the imaging systems A, B, and C. 
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FIGURE 5.3. Psychometric curves for the ideal observer on the SKE and SKS tasks 
for each imaging system. The solid curves are for the SKS tasks and the dashed 
curves are for the SKE tasks. The measured data points of observer performance and 
their error bars are provided. 
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FIGURE 5.4. Psychometric curves for the human observer on the SKE and SKS 
tasks for each imaging system. The sohd curves are for the SKS tasks and the dashed 
curves are for the SKE tasks. The measured data points of observer performance and 
their error bars are provided. 
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FIGURE 5.5. Psychometric curves for the eCHO on the SKE and SKS tasks for each 
imaging system. The dash-dotted hnes are for the SKS tasks and the dashed curves 
are for the SKE tasks by the eCHO. Also the sohd hnes are for the SKS tasks by the 
scanning eCHO. The measured data points of observer performance are provided. 
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FIGURE 5.6. Psychometric curves for each observer on the SKE tasks for the three 
imaging systems A, B, and C. 
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FIGURE 5.7. Psychometric curves for the ideal observer and the human observer on 
the SKS tasks for the three imaging systems A, B, and C. 
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To estimate the hkehhood ratio, the hnear discriminant of the eCHO, and human-

observer performance, 200 pairs of 128 x 128 signal-absent and signal-present images 

were used for the SKE and SKS detection tasks for each signal intensity and each 

imaging system. ROC analysis with LABR0C4 [33] and PROPROC [34] software, 

and the 2AFC method [7] were used to estimate the AUG values for the three imaging 

systems for the ideal observer and the eCHO. For ideal-observer performance, we have 

repeated the MCMC computation using different random-number seeds to calculate 

the sample variances of the AUG estimates [37]. For human-observer performance, 

we calculated the fraction of correct decisions, which is an estimate of the AUG [7]. 

After we estimated the AUG values for all the above observers, we fitted psychometric 

functions using PSIGNIFIT version 2.5.41, which implements Wichmann and Hill's 

MLE method [53]. From the fitted psychometric functions, observer efficiencies were 

calculated. However, the fitting scheme was not applied to the eGHO for the SKS 

tasks due to their poor performance, that is, their AUG values obtained by the eGHO 

without a scanning scheme could not provide the proper shape of psychometric curves 

within signal intensity values used in our experiments, as indicated in Figure 5.5. 

The performance of the ideal observer, the human observer, and the eGHO reveals 

the rankings between the imaging systems A, B, and G for performing the SKE-

signal detection tasks as shown in Figure 5.6. The rankings remain the same and the 

performance of each observer is highest on the system A and lowest on the system G. In 

Figure 5.7, the performance of the ideal observer and the human observer shows that 

the rankings between the imaging systems A, B, and G for performing the SKS-signal 

detection tasks are the same as for the SKE tasks. However the signal intensities that 

are needed to achieve certain observer performance are different depending on which 

observer and task are considered. The eGHO is not able to rank the imaging systems 

for the SKS tasks due to its poor performance. 

Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 show that the performance of the ideal observer, the 

human observer, and the eGHO degrades when signal-location uncertainty is added 
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to background uncertainty. In Figure 5.4, signal intensity is used up to ten for the 

imaging the system C, which is much higher than that for the other two imaging 

systems, due to the poor performance of the human observer for the imaging system 

C. In Figure 5.5, performance results for the scanning eCHO are presented as well. 

But the performance of the scanning eCHO is not too much better than the eCHO 

and is still much poorer than that of the ideal observer. 

The ideal observer outperforms the human observer and the eCHO for each imag

ing system as shown in Figures 5.5, 5.8, and 5.9. Interestingly, human-observer per

formance degrades less than ideal-observer performance for the SKS tasks from the 

SKE tasks as shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. As a result, the human-observer efficiency 

is higher for the SKS tasks than for the SKE tasks. 

Figures 5.10 and 5.11 provide observer detectability for estimating the human 

and eCHO efficiencies shown in Figure 5.12. Human efficiencies for the SKE tasks 

are less than 2.5% and 1.5% for the two best imaging systems A and B, respectively, 

as indicated in Figure 5.12(a). Human efficiencies for the SKS tasks are less than 41% 

and 13% , respectively, for the imaging systems A and B, as shown in Figure 5.12(b), 

but they axe higher than 1.6%. The ranges of signal intensities for these Figures are 

from 0.1 to 0.2 and from 0.8 to 1.4, respectively, in Figures 5.12(a) and (b). In these 

ranges, the AUG for the ideal observer varies between 0.80 and 0.95 as indicated by 

Figure 5.3. In particular, the efficiencies of the human observer are 2.1% and 24%, 

respectively, for the SKE and SKS tasks, when the AUG for the ideal observer is 

about 0.94 for both tasks with the imaging system A. The above results implies that 

the human observer is not affected by signal-location uncertainty as much as the ideal 

observer is for performing the 2AFG signal-detection tasks. 

For the imaging system G, human efficiency for the SKE tasks is higher (< 0.32% 

but > 0.18% given in Figure 5.12(a)) than for the SKS tasks (less than 0.047% in 

Figure 5.12(b)). However, the AUG for the ideal observer is small for the system G, 

ranging from 0.60 to 0.75, for the SKE and SKS tasks as shown in Figures 5.8 and 
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FIGURE 5.8. Psychometric curves for each imaging system on the SKE tasks. The 
solid, dash-dotted, and dashed curves are for the human observer, the eCHO, and the 
ideal observer, respectively. 
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FIGURE 5.9. Psychometric curves for each imaging system on the SKS tasks. The 
soUd and dashed curves are for the human observer and the ideal observer, respec
tively. 
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FIGURE 5.10. Observer detectability for the SKE tasks. The measured data points 
of observer performance and their error bars are provided. 
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of observer performance and their error bars are provided. 
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FIGURE 5.12. Human-observer efficiency for the SKE and SKS tasks and the effi
ciency of the eCHO for the SKE tasks for the imaging systems A, B, and C. 
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TABLE 5.1. Human efficiency estimates that are not based on the psychometric 
curves for the SKE tasks. 

System Clg Ideal (AUG/4) Human (AUG/da) Human efficiency 
A 0.3 0.9704 ± 0.0065 0.6850 ± 0.0562 mean = 9.5% 

2.6787 ±0.1451 0.6820 ± 0.0742 7.6% -- 11.8% 
0.4 0.9982 ± 0.0008 0.7462 ± 0.0187 mean = 5.3% 

4.1374 ±0.1708 0.9480 ± 0.2479 2.6% -9.1% 
B 0.5 0.9836 ±0.0013 0.6613 ±0.0225 mean = 6.5% 

3.0200 ± 0.0466 0.5885 ±0.0578 5.6% - 7.3% 
0.6 0.9993 ± 0.0013 0.7463 ±0.0225 mean = 4.3% 

4.5179 ±oo 0.9390 ±0.1000 
G 1.0 0.9984 ± 0.0019 0.5975 ± 0.0225 mean = 0.7% 

4.1689 ±oo 0.3496 ± 0.0820 

5.9, and human efficiencies are too small to be significant. If we consider the range 

of the AUG for the ideal observer from 0.85 to 0.94 for the imaging system G for 

both the SKE and SKS tasks, the estimated efficiency of the human observer varies 

between 0.52% and 0.84% for the SKE tasks and between 0.13% and 1.41% for the 

SKS tasks. Thus, contrary to the other systems, the human observer performs the 

SKE tasks better than the SKS tasks for the system G for some signal-intensity range. 

But the human observer performs the SKS tasks better than the SKE tasks as the 

AUG of the ideal observer increases to 0.94 for both the SKE and SKS tasks. We 

believe that human efficiency is compromised due to the combined effect of high mea

surement noise in the system G and signal-location uncertainty added to background 

uncertainty when signal intensity is not too strong. 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2 present human efficiency estimates that are not based on the 

fitted psychometric curves for the SKE and SKS tasks, respectively. The first four 

columns of these Tables are the imaging system, signal intensity, the AUG and de-

tectability estimates for the ideal observer, and the AUG and detectability estimates 

for the human observer. For each imaging system and each observer, the first row 

and the second row contain sample mean and standard deviations of estimates of 
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TABLE 5.2. Human efficiency estimates that are not based on the psychometric 
curves for the SKS tasks. 

System Cig Ideal (AUG/4) Human (AUG/da) Human efficiency 
A 1.2 0.9550 ±0.0146 0.8312 ±0.0452 mean = 32% 

2.4214 ±0.2251 1.3718 ±0.2467 18% -54% 
2.4 0.9862 ±0.0031 0.9875 ± 0.0087 mean = 108% 

3.1263 ±0.1217 3.2486 ±0.3588 80%-- 144% 
B 1.4 0.9174 ± 0.0203 0.6475 ± 0.0260 mean = 7,4% 

1.9772 ±0.1961 0.5364 ±0.1001 4 % -- 13% 
2.4 0.9294 ±0.0182 0.8962 ±0.0155 mean = 75% 

2.0954 ±0.1835 1.8146 ±0.3142 43%-- 124% 

the AUG and da, respectively. In the last column of these Tables, each mean of the 

estimates of human efficiency, and a range of human efficiency are presented. 

When the estimates of AUG contain one, da comes out as oo. Then only the 

mean of the estimates of human efficiency is calculated converting the sample mean 

of the estimates of the AUG to a detectability estimate only if the sample mean of the 

estimates of the AUG is not one. In this case, it is impossible to calculate a range of 

human efficiency estimates. In Figure 5.2, human efficiency for the imaging system G 

is not included since it is not possible to calculate human efficiency. A strong signal 

intensity, for which any estimate of the AUG for the ideal observer would be one, 

i.e., da = oo, is still too weak for the human observer to perform the SKS tasks well. 

Thus it is not possible to compare the ideal observer and the human observer. The 

estimates of human efficiency based on measurement data points in Figures 5.1 and 

5.2 are consistent with the human efficiencies that are estimated by using the fitted 

psychometric curves for the ideal observer and the human observer. 

In the range of signal intensities from 0.85 to 0.95 for the systems A and B, the 

efficiencies of the eGHO for the SKE tasks are between 40% and 60% for both the 

imaging systems as indicated in Figure 5.12(c). In particular, if the AUG for the ideal 

observer is approximately 0.94 for both the systems A and B, the efficiencies of the 

eCHO are 55% and 60%, respectively. The eGHO efficiency for the imaging system 
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C is between 70% and 80%, but the AUG for the ideal observer is from 0.6 to 0.73. 

When the AUG for the ideal observer varies from 0.85 to 0.95, the eGHO efficiency 

for the system G ranges from 64% and 66%. 

The eGHO outperforms the human observer on the SKE detection tasks for all 

imaging systems as indicated by Figures 5.8 and 5.12. However, for the SKS tasks 

with signal-location uncertainty, the human observer performs better than the eGHO 

as shown in Figures 5.4 and 5.5. The efficiency of both the eGHO and the scanning 

eGHO for the SKS tasks is less than 1% for the imaging systems A and B, while the 

AUG for the ideal observer ranges from 0.85 to 0.95. The efficiency of the scanning 

eGHO is only slightly better than that of the eGHO without scanning. 

5.5.2 Gaussian-distributed LBs 

To measure human efficiency for detecting SKE signals in Gaussian-distributed LBs, 

see Figure 5.13, and compare it to the studies using non-Gaussian distributed LBs, a 

small psychophysical study, which consists of two human observers, was conducted as 

an addition to the extensive psychophysical studies for non-Gaussian distributed LBs. 

A reahzation of the Gaussian-distributed LB is generated by adding a large positive 

number to equation 3.2 of the LB model. Figure 5.14 shows human detectability and 

efficiency relative to the eGHO. The ideal observer is linear when the background is 

Gaussian distributed, and hence the HoteUing observer is the ideal observer in this 

case. The eGHO was used to approximate the HoteUing observer. Human efficiency 

approximately lies between 28 % and 42 %, which is much higher than when LBs are 

non-Gaussian distributed, and this result is consistent with the literature [10, 13, 14]. 

5.6 Discussions and Conclusions 

We have estimated the human-observer efficiency relative to the ideal observer to 

show how well the human observer performs the 2AFG signal-detection tasks when 

the backgrounds and signal locations are random. Human efficiency for detecting the 
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FIGURE 5.13. Grey-level histograms of three Gaussian-distributed lumpy back
grounds through the imaging systems A, B, and C 
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FIGURE 5.14. The detectability of the eCHO and the human observer for the SKE 
tasks with Gaussian-distributed lumpy backgrounds and human-observer efficiency 
relative to the eCHO for the same SKE tasks. 
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SKE and SKS signals in non-Gaussian distributed LBs has been shown to be small, 

in particular, for the SKE cases. Human efficiency for detecting the SKE signals in 

Gaussian-distributed LBs is between 28 % and 42 %. This human-efficiency result for 

Gaussian-distributed LBs is significantly higher than the human efficiency for non-

Gaussian distributed LBs. The results of human efficiency for the LBs that have 

different distributions imply that it is important to take into account non-Gaussian 

distributed LBs and nonlinear aspect of the ideal observer. 

For non-Gaussian distributed LBs, the human efficiencies for the SKE tasks are 

approximately 2.1% and 1.6%, respectively, for the two best imaging systems A and 

B, while the ideal observer performs well enough to get an AUG of about 0.94 for 

each system. The efficiencies on the SKS tasks are approximately 24% and 6%, 

respectively, for the two best imaging systems A and B, while the AUCs for the ideal 

observer are about 0.94 and 0.85, respectively, for the systems A and B. These results 

for the SKS tasks are consistent with the hterature [14]. 

Our results for non-Gaussian LBs show that the ideal observer outperforms the 

human observer for both the SKE and SKS tasks. However, the human observer is 

not affected by signal-location uncertainty as much as the ideal observer is, and this 

result is consistent with the past findings in the literature [28, 20, 56]. The human 

observer suffers from inherent location uncertainty and the detection performance 

of the human observer is degraded by inherent location uncertainty even in SKE 

cases. Therefore, the addition of actual signal-location uncertainty would not make 

the performance of the human observer as much worse as it does that of the ideal 

observer. 

The eCHO efficiency relative to the ideal observer has been estimated as well to 

compare to human efficiency. For the SKE tasks, they are between 50% and 60% 

when the AUG is 0.94 for both the systems A and B. They are much higher than the 

human efficiency for the SKE tasks. However, the efficiencies of the eCHO without 

consideration of scanning locations of the signal for the SKS tasks are less than 1% 
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for all imaging systems A, B and C, when the AUG is 0.95 for the system A. They 

are much less than the human efficiency for the SKS tasks. These results for the 

SKS tasks are expected since the eCHO does not use any method of scanning signal 

locations. It is, in effect, expecting the signal at the center and has a weak response 

to a signal away from the center. The efficiency of the scanning eCHO is slightly 

better than the eCHO without scanning but is still approximately 1 % for all imaging 

systems A, B and C, when the AUG is 0.95 for the system A. 

The SKS tasks are more complicated and realistic than the SKE tasks, and the 

human observer performs the SKS tasks better than the eGHO. Furthermore, signal-

location uncertainty does not affect human-observer performance as much as ideal-

observer performance. However, the human efficiency is still low, so our results indi

cate that it is better to use the ideal observer for system optimization than the human 

observer or other model observers that predict the human-observer performance as 

long as we are aided with computational tools to estimate the ideal observer using 

realistic backgrounds and signals. Therefore, there is great potential for improvement 

of model observers that transcend human-observer performance. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CHANNELIZED-IDEAL OBSERVER AND SIGNAL 
DETECTION 

Recall from section 2.3.4 that we want to use the CFs of channel outputs 

where the channel-output vector v = Tg is under the hypothesis Hj,j — 0,1, in order 

to estimate the CIO likelihood ratio given by 

AW = (6,1) 
pr{v \ H o )  

instead of using the PDFs of channel outputs, pr{v \ H j ) , j  = 0,1. 

Because we do not know the PDFs of channel outputs p r ( y \ H j )  and we can write 

the CFs of channel outputs analytically in terms of the CFls of given object 

models, which we do know, and the channel matrix T, we would like to use the CFs 

of both channel outputs for the estimation of the CIO. 

Once J = 0, 1 are estimated, the inverse Fourier transform is applied to 

calculate pr{-v \ H j ) , j  = 0,1, that is, 

p r {v \ H j )  =  J  e x p {2niuj^v) ,  (6-2) 

where uj is assumed to be real. 

In the following sections, we will first derive the analytic expressions for 

Then numerical algorithms as well as their computational issues for estimating 

and pr{v\Hj) will be discussed. Preliminary numerical results for the performance of 

the CIO will be discussed as well. 
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6.1 Characteristic Functions (CFs) of Channel Outputs 

6.1.1 Transformation of the CFls through Channels 

In order to write the CFs of channel outputs, we need to transfer the CFs of the 

image data g through channels. We need only the adjoint to do so, that is [18], 

= (exp(—27rza;W))v 

= (exp(-27rza;^Tg))g 

= (exp(-27ri(T^u;^)g))g 

= (6.3) 

Thus, the CFs of channel outputs can be represented in terms of the CFls of the 

objects with use of For our work, Tt is the transpose of T, T^, since the matrix 

T is real-valued. 

For Gaussian noise n, the CFs of channel outputs are given by 3.26 as 

(6.4) 

= [n^T^uj] ^„(T^a;|K) (6.5) 

= [rCT^uj] exp (-27r^u;^TKT^u;) , (6.6) 

where 

and 

[?^^(Ttu;)] = [^^(T+cu)] forf = f, (6.7) 

[^^(Tta;)] ^ [^^(T^w)] for f = f, + f,. (6.8) 

For Poisson noise, equations 3.36, 3.45, 3.46, and 3.50 give the forms of the CFs 

of channel outputs v in terms of the CFls of the objects under both the signal-absent 

and signal-present hypotheses as follows: 

^v(w) = [7i^r(T^a;)] , (6.9) 
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where 

[7Y^r(T^a;)] = [7^tr(Tta;)] forf = (6.10) 

and 

[K^r(T^a;)] = [?^^r(T^a;)] [?i^r(T^cj)] forf = + f,. (6.11) 

The operators Ti.^ and T are determined by a CD imaging system and Poisson mea

surement noise. Gaussian noise does not use a nonhnear operator as we have seen 

in chapter 3. To write the analytic forms of the CFs of channel outputs, ^'v(a;), we 

only need to know the analytic forms of [?i^r(T'fa;)] and 'I'f^ [7i^'r(T^aj)]. The 

analytic expressions of the CFls of the LB object model and Gaussian signals are 

used to obtain the analytic expressions of the CFs of their channel outputs in the 

next section. 

6.1.2 The CFs of channel outputs of the LB and Signal models 

The analytic expressions for the CFs of channel outputs can be obtained by using the 

adjoint of a CD linear imaging operator Ti given in 2.8 described by 

m 

(r) = ^ hm{r)xm, 
m=l 

and the analytic expressions for the CFl of the LB and the signal models given in 

3.13, 3.14, 3.21, and 3.22. For the LBs, the CFs of channel outputs, given in 6.7, 6.8, 

6.10, and 6.11, can be written in terms of the CFl of a lump function [30] or a signal 

function with use of the adjoint operators, T'^ and as follows. 

If n is Gaussian noise, 

= exp (-7V{1 - [n^iT^u;)]}) , (6.12) 

where 

[W*(T'a))] = ^exp ^-2iri j  ft„(r)L(r - c|aj, it) tir j (6.13) 
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For the SKE tasks, 

[H \t '^u3 ) \  = exp ^-27rz J  h m { r ) L s i r  -  a i ,  as) d r ^  , (6.14) 

and for the SKS tasks, 

ff. [W'{T*w)] = ^exp ^(T^ui)„ j  h„(r)L,(r -  c,|a„iTi,(T2)[ir^ ̂  , 

(6.15) 

where the parameter vector oc contains random variables specific to the type of SKS 

tasks. 

For Poisson noise, the nonlinear operator r(-) given in 3.36 is used. The CF of 

channel outputs of noisy signal-absent lumpy backgrounds is given by 

[7^tr(Ttu;)] = exp (-iV{l - [Wtr(Tta;)]}) , (6.16) 

where 

[H+r(Ttu;)] = ^exp (^-27ri J] r(Tta;)^ j  /i„(r)L(r - c|a, s) dr j ̂  . (6.17) 

For signals, the CFs of channel outputs of noisy signals are given by 

[^^r(T^w)] = exp ^-27rz J]jr(T^u7)^ J  ̂ ^(r)Ls(r - c^la^cTi, ^2) dr J (6.18) 

for the SKE tasks and 

1'r.(Wr(T 'w)) = ^exp ^-2?ri ̂  r(T'w)„ J  A„(r)L,(r - c,|o,, tri,<T2) drj 

(6.19) 

for the SKS tasks. 

6.2 Numerical methods and Computational Issues 

Here are a number of possible computational approaches for calculating the CFs and 

PDFs of channel outputs to estimate the performance of the CIO. They are inverse 

fast Fourier transform (IFFT) and the method of MC integration using non-zero mean 

channel outputs or zero-mean channel outputs. 
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6.2.1 Monte Carlo Integration 

The method of MC integration is used to estimate the CFs of channel outputs 

and [7i^r(T'^u;)] for ^v^(u7) are estimated by the method of 

MC integration. For example, to calculate equation 6.12 for each uj, 5000 centers c 

are chosen from a uniform distribution in the FOV of a 64 x 64 LB. These centers 

are used to approximate the expectation given in equation 6.13 as follows: 

where Nmc is the number of the sample centers c. The matrix is M x N^c and it 

is given by 

Hi = drhm{r)L{r -  Ck\ab,Sb) ,  m = 1, • • • ,  M, k = 1, • • • ,  Nmc, (6.21) 

and the matrix T is the Nc x M channel matrix. Then TH^ is a A^c x ^mc matrix, 

and {TH}fc denotes the fcth Nc dimensional column vector of this matrix. 

Equation 6.14 for the CF of channel outputs of the SKE signal does not use the 

method of MC integration but it needs to be calculated. Since the Gaussian signal 

can be regarded as one lump in the LB object model, it is estimated in a similar 

fashion as the above equation 6.20, i.e.. 

^v^(uj) for the computation of the CIO. That is, the expectations that appear in 

•1 -'*mc 

[(TH)tu;] « — - exp (—27riuJ^{TH£,}/c) (6.20) 

[(T7i)^a;] = exp (^—2'Kiijj'^TYls^ (6.22) 

where the matrix is M x 1 and it is given by 

Hs =  < drhm{r)Ls{r  -  Cs\as ,a i ,a2)> ,  m =  (6.23) 
m 

and TH^ is a A^c x 1 matrix. Once ^v\u;),j = 0,1 are calculated, the PDFs of 

channel outputs pr{v\Hj),j = 0,1 need to be estimated using estimates of 

as given in 6.2. 
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For performing 2AFC detection tasks, two kinds of likelihood ratios are needed, 

i.e., A(vo) and A(vi), where channel outputs Vj are sampled from each hypothesis 

Hj,j = 0,1. More specifically, two different PDFs need to be estimated for each 

likelihood ratio. That is, the likelihood ratio of channel outputs from each hypothesis 

is given by 

=  p  =  o a ,  (6.24) 
pr{vp\Ho) 

where Vp are sampled from Hp, j  = 0,1, pr{v\Hj) represents the PDF of channel out

puts V for each hypothesis Hj, j — 0,1, and pr{vp\Hj) indicates the PDF of channel 

outputs under the hypothesis Hj estimated at Vp. To estimate the performance of 

the CIO using likelihood ratios with these PDFs, the 2AFC method is used [7]. 

The method of MC integration is one way to estimate multidimensional integrals of 

these PDFs using equation 6.2. Sample vectors {uJk) = 1, •'' > ^uj) are chosen from 

a probability density function pr{(jj) and they are used to approximate the integrals 

in equation 6.2 for estimating pr{\\Hj). For this approach, ^'v^u;), j = 0,1 need to 

be estimated at the same sample vectors {uJk} initially. 

Importance Sampling The probability density function pr{uj) does not appear in 

the integrands of the integrals in 6.2, so we rewrite the integrands in order to use the 

method of MC integration as follows: 

^'v^(u;) exp{2mujW) 
p r {v \ H j )  —  J  pr{u}).  (6.25) 

pr{u}) 

The above integral can be approximated by the following unbiased estimator: 

where is a set of sample vectors, is the number of the sample vectors, and 

Nc is the dimension of channel vector v. This method is called importance sampling. 

Importance sampling is a method of estimating 6.2 based on generating samples {ojk} 

from a user-defined PDF of pr{uj) [44]. 
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The accuracy of the estimates 6.26 depends on the samples {oJk}- The choice of 

pr{u}) that minimizes the variance of 6.26 is |^fv^(u;)|/ J dcj'|(u;' )| [44, 21]. Ifpr(v) 

were assumed to be a Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix S, i.e., 

^-1 
p r { v \ H j )  =  Cexp(—v'——v), (6.27) 

where C is a normahzing constant given by 

1 

y^^^Try^cdet^E)"' 
(6.28) 

then l^'v (uj)| is an unnormalized Gaussian distribution with covariance matrix 

as follows: 

d v p r { v \ H j )  e x p  [ — 2 7 r z a ; W ]  

C / (ivexp 
.E-i 

—v V — 27riu;V 

= C' exp 

= exp [—27r^a;^Ea;] , 

where 

C = C / dvexp 
1 _ 1 ^ ^ 

— - I E 2v + 27r2E2Ci; = 1. 

(6.29) 

(6.30) 

(6.31) 

(6.32) 

(6.33) 

Then a reasonable choice for an importance sampler is a Gaussian distribution 

with zero mean and covariance matrix [30]: 

1 
p r { u } )  =  

\/(27r)^-det(g-) 
exp [—27r^cj^E cj] . (6.34) 

This Gaussian distribution is used as our importance sampler. For estimating E in 

equation 6.34, a sample covariance of 5000 channel outputs under each hypothesis is 

used. 

But in reality the vector v is not Gaussian distributed, which may cause a prob

lem in estimating the PDFs using the method of MC integration. For example, a 
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FIGURE 6.1. A 128 x 128 LB object and the images of the same LB through the 
imaging system A using Gaussian and Poisson noise. The second and third LB 
images are generated using Gaussian and Poisson noise, respectively. For the purpose 
of display, N = 100 is used for this LB object. This number corresponds to = 25 
for a 64 X 64 LB object that is used in the experiment. 

large number for is required, where A^ denotes the number of uj samples, in 

order to obtain reasonably good estimates of the AUG as the number of channels 

increases. Using a large sample slows down the computation of CIO. Therefore 

we are interested in optimizing or using numerical algorithms for estimating the CFs 

pr{\\Hj) without having to use a large sample size N^. More detailed discussions 

about computational issues for the method of MG integration will be presented later. 

Preliminary Numerical Results To see qualitatively how the defined imaging system 

affects the image data, for instance, a realization of the LB model is used as an object 

and the imaging system A is applied to this LB object using Gaussian or Poisson noise. 

That way, different noisy backgrounds for the same LB object are simulated as shown 

in Figure 6.1. 

Simulations are done for the CIO to perform the SKE tasks using 5000 pairs of 

signal-absent and signal-present channel outputs on a cluster of ten dual-processor 

machines. Each of five processors has a 1.0 to 1.5 GB RAM and each of the other five 

processors has a 2.0 GB RAM. These processors are 1.6 to 2.0 GHz AMD Athlons. 

For random backgrounds, 64 x 64 LB objects with Gaussian noise of an = 20 in 

equation 2.4 are used. For each LB, ah = 1 and Sh = 7 for the magnitude and the 

width of the lump function given in 3.2 are used as well as = 25 for the mean 
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An estimated PDF of v by MC X 10 
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FIGURE 6.2. An estimated PDF of channel outputs using the 1st order LG channel 
and the histogram of channel outputs. The y-axis of the histogram in the bottom 
plot is the number of channel outputs that belong to each bin. 
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An estimated PDF of v = (v^ .v^) under by MC 
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FIGURE 6.3. An estimated PDF of channel outputs under Hq using the first two LG 
channels and its top view. The channel outputs {v} are randomly sampled from Hq. 
The top view shows where the channel outputs are concentrated, which matches the 
shape of the estimated PDF in the top plot. 
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An estimated PDF of v = (v^.v^) under by MC 
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FIGURE 6.4. An estimated PDF of channel outputs under Hi using the first two LG 
channels and its top view. The channel outputs {v} are randomly sampled from Hi. 
The top view shows where the channel outputs are concentrated, which matches the 
shape of the estimated PDF in the top plot. 
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TABLE 6.1. Observer Performance of CIO by MC and 2AFC method. 

Nc Ny, AUG for CIO Empirical AUG for CIO AUG for eCHO 
1 1.0 X 10^ 0.5524 ± 0.0022 0.5503 ± 0.0052 
1 1.0 X 10^ 0.5546 ± 0.0005 0.5539 
2 1.0 X 10^ 0.6845 ±0.0127 
2 1.0 X 10^ 0.6875 ± 0.0130 0.6971 0.6889 ± 0.0059 
3 1.0 X 10^ 0.8431 ± 0.0222 0.8945 ± 0.0037 
3 1.0 X 10^ 0.8805 ± 0.0037 
3 1.0 X 10® 0.8741 ± 0.0224 
3 6.0 X 10® 0.8872 ± 0.0071 0.8939 
4 1.0 X 10® 0.8598 ± 0.0207 0.8838 ± 0.0209 
4 1.0 X 10^ 0.8513 ±0.0406 
4 1.0 X 10^ 0.8759 ± 0.0130 0.8900 

number of lumps in each LB. For the signal, cti = aj = 3 for the signal widths given 

in equation 3.7 is used. The imaging system A is applied to generate LB images. To 

generate channel outputs, LG channels with Gu = 10 are applied to these LB images. 

As shown in Figure 6.2, when the first order LG channel is used, an estimated 

PDF of ID channel outputs appears to match the shape of the histogram of these 

channel outputs nicely. We note that the y-axis for the histogram of the channel 

outputs given in the bottom plot of Figure 6.2 indicates the number of channel-

output vectors that belong to each bin of the histogram. Figures 6.3 and 6.4 show 

estimated PDFs of 2D channel outputs under the signal-absent and signal-present 

hypotheses. These channel outputs are randomly sampled from each hypothesis. The 

top views of the estimated PDFs in Figures 6.3 and 6.4 indicate where the channel 

outputs are concentrated, which imphes that the shapes of the estimated PDFs in 

the ?>D plots of these Figures are correct. In these 3D plots, the estimated PDFs take 

large values where the channel outputs are concentrated. 

Table 6.1 shows the performance of the CIO for the SKE detection tasks as the 

number of LG channels increases to four. In this Table, Nc and denote the 

number of channels and the number of UJ samples, respectively. For the performance 
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FIGURE 6.5. Empirical ROC curves for the ID and 2D cases. 
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An Empirical ROC with N = 3 and N =6x10® 
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An Empirical ROC with N = 4 and N =10® 
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FIGURE 6.6. Empirical ROC curves for the 3D and AD cases. 
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of the CIO, sample mean and standard deviations of the estimates for the AUG 

are calculated. Five different sets of w samples under each hypothesis are used to 

calculate the sample mean and standard deviations of the estimates of the AUG. 

In the fifth column of Table, the performance of the eGHO for performing the same 

tasks is included in this Table for comparison. For the performance of the eCHO, 

five different sets of 5000 pairs of signal-absent and signal-present channel outputs 

are used to obtain sample standard deviations. Also another 5000 channel outputs 

are used to estimate a covariance matrix Kb given in 2.54 for the eGHO. We note 

that sample size has nothing to do with the eGHO since the eGHO does not use 

the method of MG integration with importance sampling. 

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 present empirical ROG curves. The empirical AUG values 

corresponding to certain numbers of given in the fourth column of Table 6.1 

are the areas under these empirical ROG curves. These empirical ROC curves are 

generated using the signal-absent and signal-present likelihood ratios that are used for 

estimating the AUG values of the GIO given in the third column of Table 6.1 with the 

corresponding N^. These likelihood ratios are calculated using the estimated PDFs as 

discussed earher given in equation 6.24. For instance, the estimated PDFs of channel 

outputs under the signal-absent and signal-present hypotheses given in Figures 6.3 

and 6.4 are used to calculate the likelihood ratios for the two-channel case. These 

empirical ROG curves and their corresponding empirical AUG values indicate that 

the estimates of the AUG by the method of MG integration given in the third column 

of Table 6.1 are correct. 

The estimated PDFs as shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 are highly non-Gaussian, 

so they cannot be modeled as Gaussian distributions. Because the GIO requires the 

first, second, and higher moments of the PDF of channel outputs, while the eGHO uses 

only the first and second moments of the PDF of channel outputs, the performance of 

the GIO is expected to be better than that of the eGHO. However, the performance of 

the GIO and the eGHO appears to be be within their sample standard deviations of 
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Ideal observer, CIO, and eCHO on SKE-detection tasks 
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FIGURE 6.7. The performance of the CIO compared to that of the true ideal observer 
and the eCHO for SKE-detection tasks using the LB object with N = 25, LG channels 
with Gu = 10, and Gaussian noise of cr^ = 20. 

observer performance. Figure 6.7 shows estimates of the AUG for the performance of 

the GIG by the method of MG integration and the 2AFG method and compares it to 

the performance of the ideal observer and the eGHO. In this Figure, sample standard 

deviations for the estimates of the AUG for the GIG and the eGHO are provided and 

sample size is indicated for each channel case as well. The estimate of the AUG for 

the true ideal observer given in Figure 6.7 is 0.9607 ± 0.0067. This sample standard 

deviation for ideal-observer performance is estimated by repeating the computation 

of the ideal observer using different random-number seeds in the MGMG simulations. 

As indicated in Figure 6.7, the AUG estimates for the performance of the GIO and 

the eGHO are within the sample variances of the AUG estimates for the GIO and the 

In theory, as the number of channels increases, the performance of the GIO has to 

increase and approach the performance of the ideal observer since the GIO contains 

more information about the image data through the PDFs of channel outputs. But 

eGHO. 
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the performance of the CIO would approximate that of the ideal observer well only if 

channel outputs are sufficient statistics of the image data. In contrast with the CIO, 

the performance of the eCHO does not have to approach the performance of the ideal 

observer. Since the eCHO is linear and the ideal observer uses a nonlinear process for 

the LBs and Gaussian signals used in our experiments, the performance of the eCHO 

cannot be as good as the ideal observer. After the first four channels, how much 

the performance of the CIO would improve as the number of LG channels increases 

and the width parameter of LG chananels changes, and when the performance of 

the CIO would approach the performance of the ideal observer closely have not been 

determined. Computational issues about the method of MC integration to estimate 

the CIO are discussed below. 

Computational Issues One computational difficulty is the negativity of PDF esti

mates. The method of MC integration requires the use of a large sample size 

for sample vectors {w} in order to estimate the CFs of channel outputs and to re

cover non-negative valued PDFs from the estimates of the CFs. As the number of 

channels Nc increases, the MC method requires a larger sample size Table 6.2 

shows a number of examples of percentages of negative values of estimated PDFs 

as the number of channels increases for given sample sizes of For this Table, 

Nv = Nmc = 5000 is used. 

For the preliminary results using the method of MC integration, we assume and 

set these negative PDF values zero. Then, if both the denominator and the numerator 

of the likelihood ratio of the CIO turn out to be zero, we set the likelihood ratio one. 

This way the negative PDF values do not cause a problem to estimate the performance 

of the CIO. 

In Table 6.2, Vj, j == 0,1 indicate channel outputs sampled from each hypothesis 

Hj, j = 0,1. Then priyplHj) indicates the PDF under Hj,j = 0,1 estimated at 

channel outputs sampled from Hp,p = 0,1. As given in Table 6.2, as the number 

of uj samples increases, observer performance improves. The number of uj samples 
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TABLE 6.2. Percentage of negative PDF values 

Nc Nu, pr{vo\Ho) pr{vi\Ho) pr(vi|iJi) 
1 1.0 X 10^ 0.1600 ±0.2293 0.1360 ±0.1884 0.0600 ± 0.0374 0.1480 ±0.2419 
1 1.0 X lO'' 0.0280 ± 0.0522 0.0320 ±0.0610 0.0040 ± 0.0089 0.0560 ±0.0713 
2 1.0 X 10^ 1.4120 ±0.8887 2.7880 ± 1.5246 1.4480 ±0.5542 3.6720 ± 1.4944 
2 1.0 X 10^ 1.1440 ± 1.0130 2.1440 ± 1.6660 0.6120 ±0.4562 1.2280 ±0.7191 
3 1.0 X 10^ 3.3080 ± 1.8120 16.8280 ±6.1667 4.4560 ± 3.0862 17.1840 ±6.2563 
3 1.0 X lO'' 1.2440 ±0.3151 9.5200 ± 1.5033 1.6240 ±0.4973 10.1880 ±3.6722 
3 1.0 X 10® 2.0800 ± 2.4499 11.6880 ±6.6620 1.0800 ±0.7175 8.1280 ±2.0243 
3 6.0 X 10® 0.7760 ± 0.3084 6.8080 ± 1.5720 1.0920 ±0.8772 8.9720 ±3.7017 
4 1.0 X 10^ 2.3680 ± 0.6469 11.9320 ± 2.5252 3.5240 ± 2.1887 13.8760 ± 4.0582 
4 1.0x10^ 3.5637 ±3.5530 14.0689 ± 6.7619 3.0574 ± 3.2384 12.7846 ± 5.5229 
4 1.0x10® 0.2701 it 0.7000 1.3601 ± 3.4142 0.2314 ± 0.6123 1.2636 ± 3.2165 

appears to affect estimates of the AUG for the performance of the GIO. For example, 

as given in Table 6.1, in the case of — 10^ and Nc = 4, an estimate of the 

AUG is 0.8513 ± 0.0406. As increases to 10®, the AUG appears to increase to 

0.8759 ±0.0130. 

TABLE 6.3. Gomputation times for the method of MG integration 

Nc time to estimate ^v^(v) and pr{v\H. 

2 1 x 10® 1 minute 
3 6 X 10® 4 minutes 
4 1 X 10® 21 hours 10 minutes 

Ideally, a large sample size should be used enough to obtain reasonably good 

estimates of the AUG for the performance of the GIO. Unfortunately using a large 

sample in the MG integration makes the estimation of the GIO computationally ex

pensive as the number of channels increases. Table 6.3 presents computation times 

for the method of MG integration using two to four LG channels for estimating both 

^v^(u;) and pr{\'\Hj) on the cluster of the ten dual-processors. For instance, for 

Nc = 4: and N^ — 10®, it would take about nine days on the cluster of the ten 
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TABLE 6.4. Observer Performance of CIO by MC and 2AFC method for three 
channels varying Ny and Nmc-

Nc Nmc K N^ AUC for CIO AUC for eCHO 
3 5000 5000 1.0 X 10^ 0.8431 ± 0.0222 0.8945 ± 0.0037 

1.0 X 10^ 0.8805 ± 0.0037 
1.0 X 10^ 0.8741 ± 0.0224 
6.0 X 10^ 0.8872 ± 0.0071 

3 5000 200 1.0 X 10^ 0.8498 ±0.0171 0.9008 ± 0.0088 
1.0 X 10^ 0.8539 ± 0.0361 
1.0 X 10® 0.8756 ± 0.0056 
6.0 X 10® 0.8823 ± 0.0026 

3 1000 200 1.0 X 10^ 0.7801 ± 0.0705 0.9008 ± 0.0088 
1.0 X lO'^ 0.8518 ±0.0168 
1.0 X 10® 0.8467 ± 0.0345 
6.0 X 10® 0.8587 ±0.0180 

3 500 200 1.0 X 10^ 0.8307 ±0.0274 0.9008 ± 0.0088 
1.0 X 10^ 0.8480 ± 0.0105 
1.0 X 10® 0.8679 ±0.0116 
6.0 X 10® 0.8695 ± 0.0035 

3 100 200 1.0 X 10^ 0.8157 ±0.0272 0.9008 ± 0.0088 
1.0 X 10^ 0.8331 ±0.0119 
1.0 X 10® 0.8510 ± 0.0054 
6.0 X 10® 0.8404 ± 0.0307 

dual-processors to estimate the performance of the CIO with Ny = N^c = 5000. 

Furthermore, it is not easy to determine how much the sample size should 

be increased to achieve the highest performance of the CIO using the four or more 

channels. Simulations using different numbers for need to be done to determine 

the smallest sample size for each channel case to generate good estimates of the AUC. 

This makes it difficult to obtain enough data to study how the performance of the 

CIO approximates the performance of the ideal observer as the number of channels 

increases. To validate the theory of efficient channels as given in 2.91 simulations 

must be run with Nc large enough to show the convergence between the performance 

of the CIO and the ideal observer. 
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Performance of CIO with N = 3, a =10, and N = 200 
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FIGURE 6.8. Observer Performance of CIO for the 3D case with MC varying Nmc-

In the numerical results for the performance of the CIO mentioned so far, Ny = 

5000 and Nmc = 5000 are used, respectively, for the number of channel outputs and 

the number of lump centers to estimate the expectation as given in 6.20. To see if 

computation times can be reduced by using smaUer numbers for Nmc, Ny, and N^, 

these parameters are varied for the 3D case. For these parameters, numbers that are 

smaller than 5000 but still provide good estimates of the AUC for the performance of 

the CIO are desired. The results for the above experiment are given in Table 6.4 and 

Figure 6.8. As shown in the first two rows of Table 6.4, as Ny decreases from 5000 to 

200, the performance of the CIO appears not to decrease significantly. That is, the 

means of estimates of the AUC remain within a range of sample standard deviations 

for each N^. Therefore Ny = 200 can be used instead of 5000. 

Then, fixing Ny = 200, Nmc is varied from 5000 to 1000, 500, and 100 as presented 

in Table 6.4. Figure 6.8 presents the plot of the same data from Table 6.4 to see how 

the performance of the CIO changes varying Nmc and N^j when Ny — 200. For each 

N^j, as Nmc decreases from 5000 to 1000 or 500, the sample mean of the AUC estimates 

decreases for each case, but it appears to remain within a range of the sample standard 

5000 
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Real part of an estimated CF using 1 LG channel 
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FIGURE 6.9. The real part of an estimated CF of channel outputs v. 

deviations of the estimates of the AUG. However, when decreases from 5000 to 

100, the sample mean of the AUG estimates decreases more and it does not remain 

within the sample standard deviations. This implies that Nmc can be less than 5000, 

i.e., 1000 or 500 from the above experiment. 

6.2.2 Mean Subtraction 

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 show the real and imaginary parts of estimated by the 

method of MG integration with one LG channel and = lO'^. Figure 6.11 shows 

|^v^(tj)|, which appears to be approximately a Gaussian distribution. 

Since are non-Gaussian, the inverse Fourier transforms of ^v^(u;) do not 

turn out to be Gaussian, either. Also is neither real-valued or nonnegative. 

Both the real and imaginary parts of (u?) contain rapidly oscillating curves and 

they take negative values as indicated in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. One possibility for the 

negativity of numerically estimated PDFs is that these rapidly oscillating curves in 
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FIGURE 6.10. The imaginary part of an estimated CF of channel outputs 
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FIGURE 6.11. The magnitude of an estimated CF of channel outputs v. 
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Real part of an estimated CF using 1 LG channel with MS 
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FIGURE 6.12. The real part of an estimated CF of zero-meanchannel outputs u. 

Imaginary part of an estimated CF using 1 LG channel with MS 
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FIGURE 6.13. The imaginary part of an estimated CF of zero-mean channel outputs 
u. 
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FIGURE 6.14. An estimated PDF of channel outputs v. 
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FIGURE 6.15. An estimated PDF of zero-mean channel outputs u. 
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may cause the negativity of PDFs when the PDFs are numerically calculated 

by the method of MC integration. Multiplying by a phase factor is considered 

to try to remove the oscillation portion of the real and imaginary parts of 

As the results are presented in Figures 6.12 and 6.13, the real part of a multiple of 

^v^(u;) and a phase factor is close to a Gaussian distribution and the imaginary part 

of this function contains oscillating curves of smaller amplitude. Then it is reasonable 

to wonder if multiplying the CFs of channel outputs by a phase factor may 

reduce the difficulty of negative PDF values. 

Each mean of channel outputs {v} from each hypothesis appears to be non-zero, 

so each PDF of channel outputs v is shifted from the origin by the mean of channel 

outputs {v}. A new set of channel outputs u is defined as 

u  =  V — V ,  (6.35) 

V =  (v )v ,  

where v indicates the mean of channel outputs v. Then this new set of channel 

outputs u has a zero mean, i.e., 

(u)u = (v - v)v = (v)v - V = 0. (6.36) 

These zero-mean channel outputs u can also be used for estimating the perfor

mance of the CIO. The CFs of zero-mean channel outputs u, ^u^a;), can be written 

in terms of the CFs of non-zero mean channel outputs v, 'I'v^(a;). It is given by 

= (exp(—27rzuJ^u))u 

= (exp(—27rzu;'^(v — v) ) ) v  

= (exp(—27rza;V))v exp(27ritL7^v) 

= ^'^^(0;) exp(27rza;^v). (6.37) 

Then is a multiple of ^'v^u;) and a phase factor, exp(27rzuj^v). Furthermore, 

the PDFs of zero-mean channel outputs u are given by 

pru{u\Hj) = prv(u -H v\Hj), (6.38) 
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FIGURE 6.16. Comparison of the numbers of negative PDF values out of 5000. 
The dashed line is for the numbers of negative PDF values using zero-mean channel 
outputs u and the solid line is for the numbers of negative PDF values estimated 
using non-zero mean channel outputs v. 

where pr^i-) is the PDF of u and prv(-) is the PDF of v. That is, the PDFs of 

zero-mean channel outputs u are shifted from the PDFs of non-zero mean channel 

outputs V by minus the mean vector v. 

The PDFs of zero-mean channel outputs u estimated using the CFs of u can be 

used to estimate the likelihood ratios and to determine the performance of the CIO. 

The performance of the CIO using these shifted channel outputs u is the same as that 

of the CIO using non-zero mean channel outputs v. In theory, the only difference 

between prjj{u\Hj) and pr{v\Hj) is a translation by the mean vector v. Figures 6.14 

and 6.15 show pr{v\Hj) and pr-a{\i\Hj) for two kinds of channel outputs v and u 

estimated by the method of MC integration with one LG channel and = 10^. 

These PDF estimates are translated from one another. Note that the PDF in Figure 

6.14 is estimated using the same channel outputs as for Figure 6.2. The PDFs in 

the top plot of Figure 6.2 and in Figure 6.14 agree with each other. For Figure 6.16, 

the PDFs are estimated for two different 2D channel outputs v and u. This Figure 
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shows the comparison between the numbers of negative PDF values as the number 

of samples increases. Neither of them appears to reduce the number of negative 

PDF values more rapidly than the other as the sample size increases. It indicates 

that multiplying the CFs of non-zero channel outputs by a phase factor to reduce the 

oscillating portion of the CFs does not improve the problem of the negativity of PDF 

estimates. 

6.2.3 Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (IFFT) 

As discussed in section 6.2.1, the method of MC integration is used for estimating 

the CFs of channel outputs But the number of uj samples N^^ for estimating 

^v^(cc;) depends on a numerical method to estimate the PDFs of channel outputs 

pr(y\Hj). If the method of MC integration is used for estimating pr{v\Hj), a large 

size for is required for as discussed in section 6.2.1. Another numeri

cal algorithm for estimating pr{v\ H j )  is the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) 

algorithm. 

Theory of IFFT and the Method of G{0) Approximation to the AUC First, the 

i n v e r s e discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is considered to approximate pr{\-\Hj) in 

equation 6.2 for the ID case. For the ID case, v and uj are scalars and for notational 

clarification, v = v and u) = u are used for the following discussion of the IDFT. 

Equation 6.2 to estimate pr{v\Hj) for ID channel outputs can be approximated 

by a sum [7] as follows: 

OO 

p r {v\ H j )  ^  A u  ^ exp[27r(A;Aa;)'''v], j = 0,1. (6.39) 
k=--oo 

To make the computation of equation 6.39 feasible, the above sum is restricted to a 

sum of a finite number of terms. A range [0, L) is taken as the range of 'I'v^(w) and 

it is divided into N equal steps of size Au = L/N, so that the samples of 'I'v^u;) 

are at a; = = kAtu = kL/N, k = 0, •••, N — 1. Since ^v^(a;) now has a finite 
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support, pr(v|i/j) can be represented exactly by their samples at v = v„ = nAv, 

where Av < 1/L. For Av = 1/L, the samples pr{n^Y\Hj) can be approximated by 

Acoprn [7], where 

n-1  

pVn = eyi\){2mkn/N), n = 0, • • • , A'' — 1. (6.40) 
fc=0 

As N —>• oo, Auprn —>• pr{nAv\Hj). 

Equation 6.40 is known as the IDFT and it transforms the A'^-dimensional vector 

^v^(a;) with components to another A''-dimensional vector pr(y\Hj) with 

components prn- The IDFT can be regarded as a matrix-vector multiplication as 

P = D^', (6.41) 

or 
n-1  

= n = 0, • • • , - 1, A; = 0, • • • ,iV - 1, (6.42) 
fc=0 

where P = {prn}n, D = {Dnk}n,k = {exp(27rmA:/#)}„,fc, and ^ = 

{'I'l-^^(A:Aw)}fc. 

Doing the above computation in 6.41 requires a total of multiplications and 

additions. It is possible to calculate the IDFT more efficiently than this. The inverse 

fast Fourier transform (IFFT) algorithm reduces the number of operations to N logj N 

operations if is a power of 2. Conventionally, the number of operations is said to 

be 0{N log2 N), where O is to be read "on the order of. 

For the 2D case, u> = {uii,uj2) and v = {vi,v2). A 2 D  IDFT can be calculated 

by computing a ID IDFT for each value of cji, i.e. for each column of 1^2), 

then performing a ID IDFT for the opposite direction on the resulting values, i.e. for 

each row of <^2)- Then an mD IDFT with N elements in each direction can 

be performed as a sequence of m ID IDFTs in 0{N"^ log2 operations. 

Alternative ways to estimate the performance of the CIO without having to es

timate likelihood ratios of both signal-absent and signal-present channel outputs for 

the 2AFC method are introduced as follows. One way to estimate the AUC for the 
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^ .J q-3 An estimated PDF of v by IFFT 
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An estimated PDF of v = (v^.v^) by IFFT 

FIGURE 6.17. An estimated distribution of channel outputs using the first two LG 
channels by the IFFT algorithm. 
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performance of the CIO is to use the method of G'(O) approximation to the AUG 

[16]. Given that the two PDFs of channel outputs under the signal-absent and signal-

present hypotheses are provided, the AUG can be approximated via 

AUGA ~ ^ + IERF(^SNRG(O)), (6.43) 

where the AUGA indicates the AUG of an observer using the likelihood ratio, erf(-) 

is the error function given in 2.17, and SNR(5(o) = y^2G{0). 

The G(0) is defined as [16] 

G(0) = -41og(Ai/^(v))^„ (6.44) 

= —4 log I p r { v \ H Q )  
J  l p r { v \ H o )  

= —41og J  [pr {v \Hi )pr { - v \Ho) ]^^ '^ .  (6.45) 

Another way to estimate AUG is to use the moment-generating function Mq{(3) 

for A given in 4.28. It is given by 

1 
AUGA = 1 - 7^ / DU 

Jo  
^ 0 ( 2  + ^ (6.46) 

-f 1/4 

where Mq{(5) = (A^(v))o as defined in 4.28. These methods can be applied only to 

estimate the AUG for the performance of an ideal observer, that is, an observer that 

uses the likehhood ratio as its test statistic. 

Preliminary Numerical Results First simulations using the IFFT algorithm are done 

for the same tasks as in section 6.2.1. In these simulations, = 32^'= is used. The 

IFFT algorithm requires 0{Ni^log2 operations to compute a pr{v\Hj). It turns 

out that the IFFT algorithm does not require as many uj samples as as the method 

of MG integration does for estimating both ^v^(u;) and pr{v\Hj), in order to obtain 

reasonably good estimates of the AUG for the performance of the GIO. Estimated 

PDFs of ID and 2D channel outputs by the IFFT algorithm are shown in Figure 

6.17. In this experiment, cr„, = 10, and N — 2h are used, respectively, for the 
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TABLE 6.5. Observer Performance of CIO by IFFT and G(0) approximation. 

Nc AUG for CIO by IFFT AUG for CIO by MG AUG for eGHO 
1 32^ 0.5642 0.5726 0.5503 ± 0.0052 
2 322 0.6930 0.7033 0.6889 ± 0.0059 
3 32^ 0.8948 0.8802 0.8945 ± 0.0037 

level of Gaussian noise, the width parameter of LG channels, and the mean number 

of lumps in the LB object. 

Table 6.5 presents numerical results of the IFFT algorithm for the performance of 

the CIO on the same detection tasks as in section 6.2.1. The first three columns of 

Table 6.5 present the number of channels, the number of UJ sample vectors, and AUG 

estimates for the performance of the CIO. For the AUG estimates in the third column, 

the method of MG integration, the IFFT algorithm, and the G'(O) approximation using 

equation 6.45 are used, respectively, for estimating j = 0,1, pr{v\Hj), j = 

0,1, and the AUG for each channel case. 

The fourth and fifth columns of Table 6.5 present other AUG estimates for com

parison and they have nothing to do with values in the second column. In the 

fourth column, the AUG estimates are calculated by the G(0) approximation using the 

signal-absent Hkelihood ratios from the MG experiments in section 6.2.1. Equation 

6.45 is used for this estimation of the AUG. As mentioned in section 6.2.1, for these 

AUG estimates, the method of MG integration is used for estimating both 

and pr{v\Hj) in order to estimate the hkelihood ratios. See Table 6.1 for the AUG 

estimates by the 2AFC method using the same estimates of ^v^(a;) and pr{Y\Hj) as 

for the fourth column of Table 6.5. 

In the fifth column of Table 6.5 are shown the estimates of the AUG for the eCHO 

to compare the performance of the CIO and eCHO on the same detection tasks. Five 

different sets of 5000 pairs of signal-absent and signal-present channel outputs are 

used to calculate the given sample mean and standard deviations. The performance 

of the CIO is within the sample standard deviations of the performance of the eCHO 
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TABLE 6.6. Number of Operations for each Algorithm. 

Algorithm Number of Operations 

MC for j = 0,1 + N,{Nrnc + I) + I] 
MC for p r ^ H j ) ,  j  =  0 , 1  4 N , N ^ [ N ,  +  1 ] 

IFFT for pr(v|if,),i = 0,1 2iV^log2A^^ 

TABLE 6.7. Number of Operations for each Algorithm using Ny = 200 and Nmc = 
5000. 

Algorithm Number of Operations 

MG for j = 0,1 
M G for p r { v \ H j ) ,  j  —  0 , 1  

I F F T  f o r  p r { v \ H j ) ,  j  =  0 , 1  

2 X 
8 X LO'^N^NC 
2N^ log2 

when one to three LG channels are used. 

As shown in Tables 6.1 and 6.5, the estimates of the AUG by the G { 0 )  approxima

tion using PDF estimates by the IFFT algorithm are pretty close to the estimates of 

the AUG by the 2AFG method using PDF estimates by the MC integration. Yet the 

sample size for the IFFT algorithm is much smaller than that for the method of 

MG integration in order to obtain similarly good estimates of the AUG. This implies 

that the IFFT algorithm is more efficient to estimate pr{v\Hj) for computing the 

performance of the GIO. 

To learn which one is more computationally practical for computing the perfor

mance of the GIO, numbers of operations for different algorithms to estimate 

and pr{v\Hj) can be compared. Using equations 6.6, 6.12, 6.20, 6.22, and 6.26, the 

numbers of operations for the method of MC integration for estimating and 

p r ('v\ H j )  are calculated. These numbers of operations are presented in Table 6.6. In 

this Table, Nc, Nmc, and Ny represent the number of u; samples, the number of 

channels, the number of lump centers in each LB to calculate equation 6.20, and the 

number of channel outputs, respectively. Approximate numbers of operations using 
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FIGURE 6.18. Three 128 x 128 LB images with N = 20, 40, and 60 from left to right. 
These numbers are used for the purpose of display and correspond to A'' = 5,10, and 
15 for 64 X 64 LB objects used in the experiment. For Gaussian noise, (T„ = 20 is 
used. 

Ny = 200 and Nmc = 5000 are also included in Table 6.7. 

As discussed earlier in this chapter, two approaches are considered for estimating 

^v^(a;) and pr{v\Hj), j = 0,1. That is, the first approach is to use the method of 

MC integration for estimating both and pr{v\Hj), j = 0,1. The second ap

proach is to use the method of MC integration and the IFFT algorithm for estimating 

^v^(a;) and pr(v\Hj), j = 0,1, respectively. The numbers of operations for both the 

approaches are dominated by the number of operations for the MC integration to 

estimate ^v^(u;) as indicated in Table 6.7. 

More Results using different LB objects, LG channels, and Gaussian noise Using 

the IFFT algorithm and the method of G'(O) approximation, the performance of the 

CIO is estimated to compare to that of the eCHO as the mean number of lumps N, 

Gaussian noise level (j„, and the width parameter of LG channels are varied. It 

would be interesting to see how these parameters affect the performance of both the 

observers on the detection tasks. 

Different 64 x 64 LB objects using = 5,10,15, and 25 are used in this ex

periment. The imaging system A given in 2.1 is applied to these LB objects with 

cr„ = 10, 20, or 40 for Gaussian noise in order to generate different LB images. For 

LG channels, 5,10,16, and 23 are used for the width parameter a^. For example, LB 
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FIGURE 6.19. Histograms of channel outputs of different LBs with N = 25,15,10, 
and 5 from top to bottom. For Gaussian noise, cr„ = 20 is used. From left to right, the 
first one, two, and three LG channels with = 10 are applied for channel outputs. 
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TABLE 6.8. Observer Performance of CIO by IFFT and (7(0) approximation for 
different LBs with cr„ = 20 and LG channels with = 5. 

N Nc AUG by IFFT AUG for eGHO 
25 1 32^ 0.6003 0.5831 ± 0.0047 

2 32^ 0.7907 0.7967 ± 0.0036 
3 32^ 0.7955 0.7928 ± 0.0222 

15 1 32^ 0.6526 0.6017 ±0.0033 
2 32^ 0.8169 0.8160 ± 0.0022 
3 32^ 0.8431 0.8220 ± 0.0432 

10 1 32^ 0.7118 0.6241 ± 0.0074 
2 32^ 0.8424 0.8132 ±0.0324 
3 32^ 0.8787 0.8416 ±0.0314 

5 1 32^ 0.8222 0.6721 ± 0.0058 
2 32^ 0.8968 0.8329 ± 0.0292 
3 32^ 0.9290 0.8781 ±0.0190 

images with different numbers of N are shown in Figure 6.18. These LB images are 

128 X 128 with N = 20, 40, and 60. This FOV of 128 x 128 for the LB images in 

this Figure is used to effectively show what the LB images look like. Gaussian noise 

with aji = 20 is used for these LB images. The above numbers for N correspond to 

5, 10, and 15 for 64 x 64 LB objects. The presented LB images in Figure 6.18 have 

the same lump density ^ as the LB images used in the experiment, where M is the 

number of pixels in the FOV of the LB image. That is, for 64 x 64 or 128 x 128 LB 

images, M = 64^ or 128^. 

Also, see Figure 6.19 for the histograms of channel outputs of different signal-

absent LB images with N = 5,10,15, and 25, and (T„ = 20 using LG channels with 

a„ = 10. These histograms indicate that as the mean number of lumps N decreases, 

the histograms of channel outputs become more non-Gaussian distributed. 

Tables 6.8 - 6.13 present the performance of the CIO and the eCHO on the SKE-

detection tasks as the parameters, N, au, and cr„ are varied. Figures 6.20 - 6.25 

present plots of the same data from these Tables. To calculate the given sample 

standard deviations of estimates of the AUG for the eCHO, five different sets of 5000 
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TABLE 6.9. Observer Performance of CIO by IFFT and G(0) approximation for 
different LBs with cr„ = 20 and LG channels with a„ = 10. 

N Nc AUG by IFFT AUG for eCHO 
25 1 32^ 0.5642 0.5503 ± 0.0052 

2 32^ 0.6930 0.6889 ± 0.0059 
3 32^ 0.8948 0.8945 ± 0.0037 

15 1 32^ 0.5955 0.5603 ± 0.0029 
2 32^ 0.7757 0.7348 ± 0.0060 
3 32^ 0.9143 0.9133 ±0.0030 

10 1 32^ 0.6471 0.5741 ± 0.0079 
2 C

O
 

to
 

to
 

0.8383 0.7746 ± 0.0066 
3 32^ 0.9324 0.9224 ± 0.0026 

5 1 32^ 0.7722 0.6041 ± 0.0055 
2 32^ 0.9324 0.8471 ± 0.0049 
3 32^ 0.9566 0.9376 ± 0.0023 

pairs of signal-absent and signal-present channel outputs are used. Also another 5000 

channel outputs are used to estimate a covariance matrix Kb of the eCHO given in 

2.54 for each channel case. 

As indicated in these Figures, as the mean number of lumps in the LB object 

decreases, the difference between the performance of the CIO and the eCHO appears 

to become large for each channel case. In Tables 6.8 - 6.11, the performance of the 

CIO and the eCHO is shown as N and are varied fixing = 20 for Gaussian 

noise. Figures 6.20 - 6.23 correspond to Tables 6.8 - 6.11. As mentioned earlier about 

LG functions given in 2.26, the exponential weighting exp(—vrr^/a^) concentrates 

the weight of the polynomials around a Gaussian envelope (2(7^ = a^/vr). For a„ = 

5,10,16, and 23, the corresponding numbers for o"u are 2, 4, 6.4, and 9.2. Note that 

the width of the signal is 3 in this experiment, and the spread of the signal {af + w^y^^ 

is 3.04 since the imaging system A is used with w = 0.5 as given in 2.1. Among the 

values of for LG channels, = 10, i.e., au = 4, appears to generate the best 

performance of both the observers when the first three LG channels are used for all 

N values. 
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TABLE 6.10. Observer Performance of CIO by IFFT and G(0) approximation for 
different LBs with (T„ = 20 and LG channels with a„ = 16. 

N iVc AUG by IFFT AUG for eCHO 
25 1 32^ 0.5445 0.5311 ±0.0060 

2 32^ 0.5861 0.5781 ± 0.0064 
3 32^ 0.7003 0.6900 ± 0.0030 

15 1 32^ 0.5575 0.5365 ± 0.0020 
2 32^ 0.6356 0.5985 ± 0.0049 
3 32^ 0.7803 0.7440 ± 0.0026 

10 1 32^ 0.5895 0.5443 ± 0.0082 
2 32^ 0.7109 0.6192 ± 0.0096 
3 32^ 0.8447 0.7744 ± 0.0069 

5 1 32^ 0.6958 0.5622 ± 0.0057 
2 32^ 0.8463 0.6663 ± 0.0044 
3 32^ 0.9236 0.8435 ± 0.0032 

TABLE 6.11. Observer Performance of CIO by IFFT and G'(O) approximation for 
different LBs with (T„ = 20 and LG channels with = 23. 

N JVc AUG by IFFT AUG for eCHO 
25 1 32^ 0.5324 0.5211 ±0.0070 

2 32^ 0.5510 0.5408 ± 0.0057 
3 32^ 0.5774 0.5772 ± 0.0032 

15 1 32^ 0.5383 0.5244 ± 0.0028 
2 322 0.5703 0.5449 ± 0.0059 
3 32^ 0.6392 0.5997 ±0.0067 

10 1 32^ 0.5500 0.5288 ± 0.0080 
2 322 0.6076 0.5589 ±0.0113 
3 32^ 0.7142 0.6161 ±0.0138 

5 1 32^ 0.6005 0.5404 ±0.0056 
2 322 0.7411 0.5824 ±0.0068 
3 32^ 0.8549 0.6598 ±0.0107 
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FIGURE 6.20. Performance of CIO vs eCHO using LG channels with = 5 and 
Gaussian noise with cr„ = 20. The first one, two, and three LG channels are used, 
respectively, for (a), (b), and (c). 
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FIGURE 6.21. Performance of CIO vs eCHO using LG channels with = 10 and 
Gaussian noise with (T„ = 20. The first one, two, and three LG channels are used, 
respectively, for (a), (b), and (c). 
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FIGURE 6.22. Performance of CIO vs eCHO using LG channels with o„ = 16 and 
Gaussian noise with (T„ = 20. The first one, two, and three LG channels are used, 
respectively, for (a), (b), and (c). 
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FIGURE 6.23. Performance of CIO vs eCHO using LG channels with A„ = 23 and 
Gaussian noise with an = 20. The first one, two, and three LG channels are used, 
respectively, for (a), (b), and (c). 
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TABLE 6.12. Observer Performance of CIO by IFFT and G{0) approximation for 
different LBs with an = 10 and LG channels with = 16. 

N iVc AUG by IFFT AUG for eCHO 
25 1 32^ 0.5446 0.5262 ± 0.0049 

2 32^ 0.5866 0.5731 ±0.0056 
3 32^ 0.7034 0.6929 ± 0.0059 

15 1 32^ 0.5568 0.5399 ± 0.0059 
2 32^ 0.6486 0.5999 ± 0.0038 
3 32^ 0.7945 0.7437 db 0.0032 

10 1 32^ 0.5854 0.5434 ± 0.0060 
2 32^ 0.7295 0.6221 ±0.0056 
3 32^ 0.8732 0.7866 ± 0.0034 

5 1 32^ 0.7027 0.5659 ± 0.0065 
2 C

O
 

t
o
 

to
 

0.8595 0.6685 ± 0.0037 
3 C

O
 

t
o
 

C
O

 

0.9529 0.8668 ± 0.0032 

TABLE 6.13. Observer Performance of CIO by IFFT and G(0) approximation for 
different LBs with (T„ = 40 and LG channels with = 10. 

N JVc AUG by IFFT AUG for eCHO 
25 1 32^ 0.5640 0.5451 ± 0.0067 

2 32^ 0.6742 0.6761 ± 0.0054 
3 32^ 0.7718 0.7757 ±0.0059 

15 1 32^ 0.5990 0.5576 ± 0.0065 
2 32^ 0.7321 0.7107 ±0.0030 
3 32^ 0.7834 0.7436 ± 0.0652 

10 1 32^ 0.6322 0.5746 ± 0.0045 
2 322 0.7729 0.7354 ± 0.0033 
3 32^ 0.8065 0.7663 ± 0.0255 

5 1 32^ 0.7070 0.6072 ± 0.0057 
2 322 0.8353 0.7908 ± 0.0067 
3 32^ 0.8485 0.7893 ±0.0210 
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FIGURE 6.24. Performance of CIO vs eCHO using LG channels with A„ = 16 and 
Gaussian noise with (T„ = 10. The first one, two, and three LG channels are used, 
respectively, for (a), (b), and (c). 
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FIGURE 6.25. Performance of CIO vs eCHO using LG channels with = 10 and 
Gaussian noise with = 40. The first one, two, and three LG channels are used, 
respectively, for (a), (b), and (c). 
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In Tables 6.12 and 6.13 is shown the performance of the CIO and the eCHO as 

(r„ is varied to see how the level of Gaussian noise affects the performance of the 

CIO and the eCHO. Figures 6.24 and 6.25 correspond to Tables 6.12 and 6.13. The 

performance of the CIO and the eCHO improves as (j„ decreases from 20 to 10 as 

indicated in Figures 6.22 and 6.24. The difference between the performance of the 

CIO and the eCHO appears to becomes larger as Gaussian noise level is reduced. Also 

the performance of the CIO and the eCHO degrades as cr„ increases from 20 to 40 as 

shown in Figures 6.21 and 6.25. In this case, the difference between the performance 

of the CIO and the eCHO appears to become smaller except for the 2>D case with the 

LB object of = 5 or 10 as Gaussian noise level is increased. 

6.3 Conclusions and Future Work 

The theory of the CIO has been presented above. When a model of an object being 

imaged is used, we are able to write the analytic expression of the CFl of the ob

ject and hence to write the analytic expression of the CF of channel outputs. This 

gives a way to calculate the CIO because it does not require knowledge of the PDF 

of channel outputs. Our goal is to approximate ideal-observer performance by the 

performance of the CIO. A choice of channels is important to achieve this goal. LG 

channels are considered in our simulation studies for signal-detection tasks where 

lumpy backgrounds and radially symmetric Gaussian signals are used. 

Numerical approaches, such as the method of MC integration and the IFFT al

gorithm, for estimating the CFs and the PDFs of channel outputs are investigated. 

When the first four LG channels are used, the estimates of the AUG for the perfor

mance of the CIO that are calculated by both the method of MC integration and the 

IFFT algorithm agree with each other. Furthermore, up to the four channels, both 

the methods appear to be practical methods to estimate the CFs of channel outputs 

after the PDFs of channel outputs are estimated by the method of MC integration. 

The PDFs estimated by both the methods contain negative values. The IFFT 
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algorithm appears not to get affected by it too much since it calculates good estimates 

of the AUG for the performance of the CIO. The method of mean subtraction is 

investigated to try to reduce the negativity of the PDFs. It turns out that this 

method does not improve the negativity problem. 

The preliminary numerical results show that the estimated PDFs are non-Gaussian. 

They become more non-Gaussian as the mean number of lumps in the LB object de

creases. Furthermore, the difference between the performance of the CIO and eCHO 

appears to become larger when the mean number of lumps in the LB object model 

decreases. 

Different values for the width parameter of LG channels appear to affect the 

performance of the CIO and the eCHO in a similar manner. That is, when the first 

three LG channels are used, a„ = 10 appears to be optimal for both the observers 

on the same detection tasks. However, When other values such as a„ = 5, 16, and 

23 for LG channels are used, the CIO performs the detection tasks much better than 

the eCHO. That is, the CIO does much better with bad information than the eCHO 

when non-optimal values for LG channels are used. 

The effect of Gaussian-noise level is also investigated. As the level of Gaussian 

noise in LB images increases, the difference between the performance of the CIO and 

the eCHO becomes smaller. 

For future work, to show a statistical significance in the cases where the estimates 

of the AUG for the CIO appear to be within the sample standard deviations of 

the estimates of the AUG for the eCHO, a t-test needs to be applied. Numerical 

simulations for the detection performance of the CIO using more than the four LG 

channels on the same tasks need to be done in order to know if the performance of 

the CIO using LG channels approximates ideal-observer performance. The number 

of LG channels and optimal values of the width parameter of LG channels need to 

be determined for the performance of the CIO to closely approximate ideal-observer 

performance on the signal-detection tasks with circularly symmetric Gaussian signals 
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in the LBs. It would be interesting to see how well the performance of the CIO can 

approximate the performance of the ideal observer as the number of LG channels and 

the width parameter of LG channels vary. 

Besides showing that the performance of the ideal observer can be approximated 

by the performance of the CIO in simulations studies, mathematical and statistical 

theories that prove whether or not channel outputs of the image data can be sufficient 

statistics of the data for a given set of channels need to be worked out for future work. 
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APPENDIX A 

VECTORS AND OPERATORS 

A.l Hilbert Space 

If the distance from one vector f„ in the sequence to another vector approaches 

zero as j and k both go to infinity, the sequence is called a Cauchy sequence. If a 

linear space is provided with a distance function to define the distance between two 

vectors in the space, the linear space is called a metric space. If a norm j] • ||, that 

satisfies the following: 

( ) II f II > 0 

( ) ||f|| = 0 4=^f = 0 

(c) II Af II = I A III f II, A is a scalar 

{ d )  | | f i  +  f 2 | | < l l f l | |  +  | | f 2 | | ,  ( A . l )  

is used as a distance function in the linear space, the linear space is called a normed 

linear space. If every Cauchy sequence converges in a normed linear space, then the 

normed linear space is complete. A complete normed linear space is called a Banach 

space. A Hilbert space is a Banach space in which a scalar product (,) is defined as 

follows: 

( ) (fi,f2) = (f2,fir 

( ) (fi,Af2) = A(fi,f2) 

(C) (AFI,F2)=A*(FI,F2) 

{ d )  (fi + £2, fa) = (fi, fs) + (f2, fa) 

( e )  ( f i , f i ) > 0  

(/) (f,,fi) = 0<^fi = 0, (A.2) 
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where * is complex conjugate. 

An important example of a Hilbert space is the A'^-dimensional Euclidean space 

E^, where each vector f is an ordered set of complex numbers fn^n = 1, • • • , N, and 

the scalar product is defined as 

n 

(fi,f2) = (A.3) 
n=l 

The L2 norm is defined as || f ||= (f,f). 

Another important example of a Hilbert space is the space of complex-valued 

functions f{x), denoted L2(a,/3), with a scalar product defined by 

( f i , f 2 ) = / "  d x  f ^ { x )  f 2 { x ) .  (A.4) 
J a. 

The L2(q;,/?) scalar product is also denoted f|f2. In this space, the norm is defined 

by 

f ii=y(f:f) = 
rP 

d x  I  f { x )  | 2  (A.5) 

A.2 Operators 

A.2.1 Matrix Operators 

An N x  M matrix K is hermitian if K = K''', where [K%m = is the 

nth row and mth column component of K'^, and K^n is the mth row and nth column 

component of K. If K is real-valued, which is the transpose of the matrix 

K. 

An N x  M real matrix K has N rows and M columns. This matrix acting on a 

real M-dimensional vector s yields a A'^-dimensional vector t = Ks. A matrix-vector 

product is defined as 
m 

n=l 

where t^ and s„ are the mth and nth elements of the vectors t and s, respectively. 
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The inner product w^g of two M-dimensional vectors, w and g, is defined as 

m 

w^g = J]]w;g„, (A.7) 
n=\ 

where w„ and g„ are the nth elements of the vectors w and g, respectively. 

The outer product ba^ of an /^-dimensional vector a and an M-dimensional vector 

b is the M x N matrix with components given by 

If a vector w is real-valued, = w^ 

A.2.2 Adjoint Operators 

The adjoint of a linear operator H from a hnear space V to another linear space U is 

denoted Ti) and defined to satisfy the following: 

The adjoint H) of a continuous-to-discrete operator is a discrete-to-continuous 

operator. The mapping of Ti) yields a function of r, denoted Ti^g, with components 

given by 
m 

[n^g] (r) = (A.IO) 
m=l 

where /im(r) is the mth sensitivity function of Ti. 

[ba^l = b^a* L J mn " (A^8) 

(A.9) 
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